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Research in the area of law book publishing is
an open field of study. Michael Hoeflich’s

The George T. Bisel Company and
Its Publications (1875-2011)

Antebellum Law Book Publishing (2010) is a
m odel work on the rise of the law book
industry in the first half of the nineteenth
century. Philadelphia served as a major city for
law book publishing throughout the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries as reflected in Morris

Joel Fishman, Ph.D.

Cohen’s Bibliography of Early American Law (BEAL).
In nineteenth-century Philadelphia, the law book industry flourished beginning with Mathew
Carey, Patrick Byrne and other Irish em igrants, followed by m id-century with such companies as
Kay Brothers, T. & J. W . Johnson, R. H. Sm all, etc. Beginning in the third quarter of the
nineteenth century, the George T. Bisel Company serves as the major independent regional law
book com pany still operating today following the mergers of many sm aller law book com panies and
then national law book companies in the 1990s by Thom son, Reed Elsevier, and W olters-Kluwer.
The following is a short sum m ary of the Bisel Com pany followed by a com plete listing of its
publications by date.
The George T. Bisel Com pany began in 1876 in Philadelphia by W illiam Felix Bisel. Bisel served
as a private in the 26 th Pennsylvania Militia during the Civil W ar and later read for the bar in
Philadelphia (though he is not listed as adm itted in Martin’s Bench and Bar of Philadelphia). His
brother George, age 16, joined the com pany in 1877. In the first decades, the store sold law blanks
and stationery and only later began to publish law books. This is typical of the early law book
publishers in Philadelphia like Mathew Carey or R. H. Small. George served as President of the
com pany until his death on March 28, 1941 at the age of 82.
The publication of the com pany includes both prim ary and secondary sources. Although it began
publishing treatises, in the early twentieth century, it began to publish the then-current edition
Continued on page 4 BISEL COM PANY
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Continued from page 1 BISEL COM PANY
of Purdon’s Statutes, comm only known as Stewart’s Purdon’s Digest (1905-1915). Thus, when W est
acquired the publication in 1930, the new edition was published by three publishers: Bisel, West,
and Soney & Sage of Newark, N.J. In 1994, Bisel sold its rights to Purdon’s Pennsylvania
Statutes/Consolidated Statutes Annotated leaving W est as the only publisher of the state statutes.
Bisel published new editions of the original nom inative reports that had not been published in new
editions for several decades. Addison’s Reports was a reprint of the original 1800 edition, but
W harton’s Reports & Rawle’s Reports, were updated by current editors. Later, Bisel was the
publisher of the official Pennsylvania State Reports for the Pennsylvania Suprem e Court, and then
the Pennsylvania Superior Court Reports for the Superior Court. For the trial courts, it published
several volum es in Pennsylvania including the Blair County Reports and the last four volumes of
the Pennsylvania County Court Reports after T. & J. Johnson Co. folded into Bisel. More recently,
it is the publisher of the Pennsylvania Fiduciary Reporter, a statewide collection of cases primarily
from the county orphans’ courts.
In addition to publishing the statutes and digests in the early part of the century, Bisel’s major
contribution to the history of legal literature is the publication of a wide variety of treatises. These
titles have been over the decades standard reference sources for the bench and bar. Interestingly,
Bisel published a large digest by Ruby Vale that becam e the predecessor to the W est Vale
Pennsylvania Digest until the new W est’s Pennsylvania Digest 2d was published in the 1970s. It
does continue to publish Dunlap-Hanna Pennsylvania Forms with Matthew Bender Com pany.
More recently, Bisel began to publish its Lawsource’s Series, a collection of federal statutes, state
statutes and regulations on specific topics as a quick handy guide for the practicing bar. Like other
major publishers, Bisel has a mix of looseleaf volum es that are updated annually and annual
softcover pam phlets.
The following list of publications is drawn from various law library catalogs including the Duquesne
University Center for Legal Inform ation/Allegheny County Law Library, Jenkins Law Library,
University of Pennsylvania Biddle Law Library, and Tem ple University Beasley School of Law
Library. Most of the earlier titles have appeared in my Bibliography of Pennsylvania Law: Secondary
Sources (1993). I have included only com plete editions of works and not the annual supplem ents
that m ay have been published, but are difficult to record. A book like Snitzer, Em inent Domain
(1965), for instance, had annual supplem ents that grew to be larger than the original book (finally
a new edition appeared in 2012). Other recent publications have had supplem entary pam phlets
published rather than a whole new edition annually as a result of the econom ic conditions existing
today.
It is m y hope that this m ay be the first in a number of articles discussing the history of the
Pennsylvania law book industry. I wish to acknowledge the assistance of Nancy Garner and
Kristen McKeaney of Jenkins Law Library for answering som e questions concerning their
collection.
W atts, Frederick. Reports of Cases Argued and Determined in the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
May 1832 - Sept 1840. 3rd ; revised and correct ed. 1879.
Rawle, W illiam , Jr, Charles B. Penrose, and Frederick W atts. Reports of Cases Argued and
Adjudged in the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania. 3rd , rev. and corr. / by I. Tyson Morris ed.
1880.
Addison, Alexander. Reports of Cases in the County Courts of the Fifth Circuit: And in the High Court
of Errors and Appeals of the State of Pennsylvania: And Charges to Grand Juries of those
County Courts. 1883.
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W harton, By Thom as I., Sword, W ith references to cases in the subsequent reports By John, and
Continued I. Tyson Morris. Reports of Cases Adjudged in the Suprem e Court of Pennsylvania,
in the Eastern District Dec Term, 1835 - Mar Term, 1841 & J. W . Johnson, 1884.
Rawle, W illiam and Jr. Reports of Cases Adjudged in the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania. [3rd ] /
with notes referring to cases in subsequent reports by W illiam W ynne W ister, Jr. ;
continued by Ellis Am es Ballard ed. George T. Bisel, 1885.
Nichols, F. M. Statute of Frauds and Perjuries in Pennsylvania: A Compilation of all the Cases
Decided in the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, Involving Questions which are Determined
Application of the Act 21st March, 1772, Classified According to the Question of Fact
Presented, Containing Statements of all the Material Facts in each Case, the Points Submitted,
the Judgment of the Court Below, the Assignments of Error and the Principles Enunciated
Court Above. 1888.
Monaghan, Jam es and assisted Albert B. W eim er. Cases in the Suprem e Court of Pennsylvania:
Being Reports of all the Cases Not Reported in the State Reports, from October 1, 1888, with
some Prior Cases. 1890.
Pennsylvania Suprem e Court. Cases in the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania; being Reports of all
the Cases Not Reported in the State Reports, from October 1, 1888, with some Prior Cases
Edited James Monaghan Assisted by Albert B. W eimer, Howard J. Lukens, W m. M.
Stewart, Jr, and Others. 1890.
Binney, Horace, Reports with notes, Jones, references to cases in the subsequent reports J.
Levering, and Thos I. W harton. Reports of Cases Adjudged in the Suprem e Court of
Pennsylvania. 1891.
Binney, Horace, with notes, reports, references to cases in the subsequent, J. Levering Jones,
and Thos I. W harton. Reports of Cases Adjudged in the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
1891.
Brewster, F. Carroll. A Treatise on Practice in the Courts of Pennsylvania. 1891.
W eimer, Albert B. The Law Relating to the Mining of Coal in Pennsylvania: Being a Collection of
the Constitutional Provisions, Statutes, and Decisions Relating to Coal Mining in
Pennsylvania. 1891.
Boyer, S. B. A Digest and Index: Together with a Table of Cases to all Criminal Cases Adjudged
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania from First Binney, 1799, to the One Hundred and Fortieth
Pennsylvania State Report, Inclusive Alphabetically Arranged with an Appendix
Containing the Report of the Commissioners Appointed to Revise the Penal Code of
Pennsylvania the Revised Penal Code and all Criminal Statutes from 1860 to 1891,
Inclusive in One Volume. 1892.
Browne, W illiam Hardcastle. A Commentary on the Law of Divorce and Alimony. 1892.
Brewster, F. Carroll. Treatise on Practice in the Orphans' Court. 1894.
Brewster, F. Carroll. Treatise on Equity Practice in Pennsylvania. Bisel, 1895.
Browne, W illiam Hardcastle. The Law of Negligence in Pennsylvania, Digest of Decisions. 1896.
Dunlap, Jam es D. Book of Forms for Practice in the Courts & for Conveyancing. Revised E. F.
Pugh. 6th ed. 1896.
Browne, W m Hardcastle. The Law of Decedents' Estates in Pennsylvania. 1897.
Lloyd, Malcolm, Jr. The Principles of the Law Relating to Corporate Liability for Acts of Promoters
being the Sharswood Prize Thesis in the Law Department of the University of
Pennsylvania for the Year Eighteen Hundred and Ninety-Seven. 1897.
Bryan, George. The Law of Petroleum and Natural Gas: W ith Forms. 1898.
Savidge, Frank Raym ond. The Law of Boroughs in Pennsylvania; a Treatise upon the
Incorporation and Government of Boroughs, the Powers and Duties Thereof, and of
Borough Officials; Comprising the Full Text of the Acts of Assembly in Relation Thereto,
with Chronological Table of Statutes, also Containing Forms of Procedure. [2d ] By Frank
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Raym ond Savidge, ed. 1901.
Vale, Ruby R. Elementary Principles of the Law of Pennsylvania. 1901.
Vale, Ruby R. Elementary Principles of the Law of Pennsylvania. 1902.
Eastm an, Frank M. A Treatise on the Law Relating to Private Corporations in Pennsylvania.
1903.
Grayson, Theodore J. The Law of Social and Beneficial Associations in Pennsylvania. 1904.
Eastman, Frank M. The Taxation of Public Service Corporations in Pennsylvania: An Address
Delivered before the W harton School of Finance and Commerce of the University of
Pennsylvania. 1905.
Stewart, Ardem us. Stewart’s Purdon’s Diget. A Digest of the Statute Law of the State of
Pennsylvania from the year 1700 to 1903 (with the Laws of 1905 in the Appendix). 13 th
ed., com p., annotated and rev. by Ardemus Stewart. 1905.
Edwards, George J., Jr. The Grand Jury, an Essay Awarded the Peter Stephen Duponceau Prize
Law Academy of Philadelphia. 1906.
Bolles, Albert S. A Treatise on the Modern Law of Banking. 1907.
Eastm an, Frank M. A Treatise on the Law Relating to Private Corporations in Pennsylvania. 2d ,
rev. and enl. ed. 1908.
Sharswood, George. An Essay on Professional Ethics. 5 th ed. 1907 (reprint 1884 ed.)
Vale, By Ruby R. and Thom as E. Vale. A Digest of the Decisions of the Courts of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, from 1754 to 1907: Including all Cases Contained in the
Pennsylvania State and Superior Court Reports and all Pennsylvania Legal Periodicals
with Many Manuscript Cases. 1908. Vols. 1-3.
Chapman, Francis. Mechanics' Liens in Pennsylvania Under the Act of June 4, 1901, P L 431,
and Supplements Thereto with Forms and Decisions to Date. 1909.
Foulke, Roland R. A Treatise on the Rules Against Perpetuities, Restraints on Alienation and
Restraints on Enjoym ent as Applicable to Gifts of Property in Pennsylvania: W ith a
Particular Discussion of Spendthrift Trusts, Married W omen's Trusts, Accumulations and
Gifts to Charities. 1909.
Vale, Ruby R. and Thomas E. Vale. A Digest of the Decisions of the Courts of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, from 1754 to 1907: Including all Cases Contained in the Pennsylvania
State and Superior Court Reports and all Pennsylvania Legal Periodicals with Many
Manuscript Cases. 1909. Vols. 4-5.
Bolles, Albert Sidney. The National Bank Act and its Judicial Meaning. Albert S Bolles. 4th ed.
1910.
W atts, Ernest. Supplement to Stewart’s Purdon’s Statutes. A Digest of the Statute Law, of the
State of Pennsylvania for the Years 1905 to 1909. 1910.
Vale, Ruby R. and Thomas E. Vale. A Digest of the Decisions of the Courts of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, from 1754 to 1907: Including all Cases Contained in the Pennsylvania
State and Superior Court Reports and all Pennsylvania Legal Periodicals with Many
Manuscript Cases. 1911. Vols. 6-8.
Binns, originally com piled John. Binns's Justice Or Magistrate's Daily Companion: A Treatise on
the Office and Duties of Justices of the Peace, Magistrates and Alderman in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Including all the Required Forms of Process and DocketEntries, and Embodying Not Only W hatever may be Deemed Valuable to Justices of the
Peace, but to Landlords, Tenants and General Agents ; a Making this Volume what it
Purports to be, a Safe Legal Guide for Business Men. 11 , rev., cor. and greatly enl. by
the Publisher's Editorial staff ed. 1912.
Monaghan, Jam es. Pennsylvania Appellate Practice: Containing the Provisions of the Constitution
and Statutes and the Rules of the Supreme and Superior Courts, and the Decisions
Thereon, with Appropriate Forms and Suggested Forms of Practice, also the Equity Rules.
1912.
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Pennsylvania State Reports .Vols. 233-237. 1912.
Vale, Ruby R. and Thomas E. Vale. A Digest of the Decisions of the Courts of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, from 1754 to 1907: Including all Cases Contained in the Pennsylvania
State and Superior Court Reports and all Pennsylvania Legal Periodicals with Many
Manuscript Cases. 1912. Vol. 9.
Dunlap, Jam es D. A Book of Forms for Practice in the Courts, and for Conveyancing; also, for the
use of Public Officers and Men of Business Generally, with Explanatory Remarks, and
Numerous Precedents and References to Standard Authorities to which are Appended
Directions for Making Searches, and a Glossary of Law Terms.7th rev. ... By Carlyle H.
Ross and Sam uel D. Matlack. 1913.
Ladner, Grover Cleveland. Conveyancing in Pennsylvania: W ith Forms, and Decisions to Date.
1913.
Pennsylvania State Reports. Vols. 238-241. 1913.
Troubat, Francis J. and William W . Haly. A Treatise on Practice in the Civil Courts of Record of
Pennsylvania. 6 rev., rewritten and greatly enlarged by Albert S. Bolles and W illiam S.
Kirkpatrick, eds. 1913.
Vale, Ruby R. and Thomas E. Vale. A Digest of the Decisions of the Courts of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, from 1754 to 1907: Including all Cases Contained in the Pennsylvania
State and Superior Court Reports and all Pennsylvania Legal Periodicals with Many
Manuscript Cases. 1913. Vol. 10.
Foulke, Roland R. A Treatise on the Price Act Relating to Real Estate in Pennsylvania; Act April
18, 1853, PL 503. 1914.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 242-246. 1914.
Pennsylvania Superior Reports Vol. 58. 1914.
Blair County Law Reporter; Containing Reports of Cases Decided Courts of Blair County and
Other Judicial Districts of Pennsylvania. 1915.
Rickert, Horace. Pennsylvania Negligence, 1891-1915 Indexed, Covering 144 to 246
Pennsylvania State Reports and 1 to 57 Pennsylvania Superior Court Reports. 1915.
Pennsylvania State Reports. Vols. 247-250. 1915.
Pennsylvania Superior Reports Vols. 59-61. 1915.
Vale, Ruby R. and Thomas E. Vale. A Digest of the Decisions of the Courts of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, from 1754 to 1907: Including all Cases Contained in the Pennsylvania
State and Superior Court Reports and all Pennsylvania Legal Periodicals with Many
Manuscript Cases. 1915. Vols. 11-12.
Dercum, Francis X. Hysteria and Accident Compensation: Nature of Hysteria and the Lesson of
the Post-Litigation Result. 1916.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 251-254. 1916.
Pennsylvania Superior Reports Vols. 62-64. 1916.
Schnader, W illiam A. W orkm en's Compensation in Pennsylvania, with Procedure and Forms:
(Annotated with Decisions in Pennsylvania and Other Jurisdictions). 1916.
Pennsylvania County Court Reports. Vols. 45-46. 1917.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 255-258. 1917.
Pennsylvania Superior Reports Vols. 65-68. 1917.
Vale, Ruby R. and Thomas E. Vale. A Digest of the Decisions of the Courts of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, from 1754 to 1907: Including all Cases Contained in the Pennsylvania
State and Superior Court Reports and all Pennsylvania Legal Periodicals with Many
Manuscript Cases. Bisel, 1917. Volum e 13.
George T. Bisel Co. Com piled and annotated publishers' Editorial staff. The Existing Law of
Boroughs in Pennsylvania: Including the Code of 1915, the Amendments of 1917 and
Other Acts in Force with a Chronological Table of Existing and Repealed Statutes and
Forms of Procedure. 1918.
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Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 259-261. 1918.
Pennsylvania Superior Reports Vol. 69. 1918.
Pennsylvania County Court Reports. Vol. 47. 1919.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 262-264. 1919.
Pennsylvania Superior Reports Vols. 70-72. 1919.
The Statutes of the Supreme and Superior Courts of Pennsylvania with their Rules and Rules of
the United States Courts and Other Rules/ Compiled W illiam A Stone. 1919.
Shrader, Jam es F. Shrader's Guide for Notaries Public, Conveyancers, Commissioners, etc, as to
Acknowledgements, Affidavits, Depositions, Oaths, Proofs, Protest, Emergency Revenue
Law, Negotiable Instruments, etc, for Pennsylvania, with Forms and Instructions. 3d. ed.
1919.
Bisel, staff. The Law of Costs and Fees in Pennsylvania in Civil Actions at Law, in Equity and in
Criminal Cases. 1919.
Pennsylvania County Court Reports. Vols. 48. 1920.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 265-268. 1920.
Pennsylvania Superior Reports Vols. 73-74. 1920.
Pennsylvania County Court Reports. Vols. 49-50. 1921.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 269-270. 1921.
Pennsylvania Superior Reports Vols. 75-77. 1921.
Moschzisker, Robert von. Trial Jury: A Brief Review of its Origin, Developm ent and Merits and
Practical Discussions on Actual Conduct of Jury Trials; Together with a Consideration of
Constitutional Provisions and Other Cognate Subjects of Importance. 1922.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 271-274. 1922.
Pennsylvania Superior Reports Vols. 78-79. 1922.
Rem ick, Raym ond M. The Statutory Law of Decedents' Estates in Pennsylvania, with Annotations
and Forms. 1922.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 275-277. 1923.
Pennsylvania Superior Reports Vols. 80-82. 1923.
Remick, Raymond M. Guide to Administrators, Executors, Guardians and Trustees, with Forms.
1923.
Sturgeon, Harold M., enlarged, and W illiam F. Dannehower. The Pennsylvania Law and
Procedure in Divorce: Together with a Full Collection of Forms. 1923.
Barnes, Harold Edgar. Selected Cases in Constitutional Law. 7th ed. 1924.
Dill, W illiam F. Constables' Guide: The Law of Constables in Pennsylvania. 3 rd by W illiam F.
Dannehower ed. 1924.
Nicholson, Vincent D. A Treatise on the Law Relating to Real Estate in Pennsylvania. 1924.
Pennsylvania State Reports. Vols. 278-281. 1924.
Pennsylvania Superior Reports. Vol. 83. 1924.
Remick, Raymond M. Practice and Procedure in the Orphans' Courts of Pennsylvania. 1924.
Skinner, W illiam Arthur. The W orkmen's Compensation Law of Pennsylvania. 1924.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 282-284. 1925.
Pennsylvania Superior Reports Vols. 84-85. 1925.
Scherm erhorn, Holden Bovee. Outlines in Tort. 1925.
Vale, Ruby R. and Thomas E. Vale. A Digest of the Decisions of the Courts of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, from 1754 to 1907: Including all Cases Contained in the Pennsylvania
State and Superior Court Reports and all Pennsylvania Legal Periodicals with Many
Manuscript Cases. 1925. Vol. 14.
Nicholson, Vincent D. A Treatise on the Law Relating to Real Estate in Pennsylvania. 2d and rev.
ed. 1926.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 285-287. 1926.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 288-290. 1927.
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Patton, John W . and Henry B. Patton. Practice in the Courts of Common Pleas of Pennsylvania.
2d rev. and enl. by Robert L. Myers, Jr. and Frank S. Reese ed. 1927.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 288-290. 1927.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 291-294. 1928.
Klein, Richard Henry. Judgment Confession in Pennsylvania. 1929.
Nicholson, Vincent D. A Treatise on the Law Relating to Real Estate in Pennsylvania. 3d and rev.
ed. 1929.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 295-297. 1929.
Dunlap, Jam es D. A Book of Forms for Practice in the Courts and for Conveyancing. 8 th ed,
com pletely rev. and enl. / by Milford J. Meyer and Barnet Lieberm an to which are
append a new note on title searches, by Henry R. Robins and a glossary of law terms ed.
1930.
Frankel, Harold A. A Guide for Notaries and Real Estate Brokers in Pennsylvania. 1930.
Moschzisker, Robert von. Trial Jury; a Brief Review of its Origin, Developm ent and Merits and
Practical Discussions on Actual Conduct of Jury Trials, Together with a Consideration of
Constitutional Provisions and Other Cognate Subjects of Importance, Robert Von
Moschzisker, LL D. 2d , rev. and enl ed. 1930.
Pennsylvania. Purdon's Pennsylvania Statutes Annotated. Perm anent ed. Philadelphia, Pa. St.
Paul, Minn.: G.T. Bisel ; W est Pub. Co., 1930. *
Titles 1-6, 7-11, 14-15, 16 (1-1080, 1081-End), 17, 18, 19, 20 (1-1180, 1181-End), 21-23,
24, 25, 26-31, 32-35, 36, 37-41, 42, 48-49, 54-61, 62-66, 67, 71, Constitution, Tables,
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 298-301. 1930.
Skinner, W illiam A. The W orkmen's Compensation Law of Pennsylvania. 2d ed. 1930.
Henry, George M. Pennsylvania Digest of Decisions, being a Digest of all the Reported Decisions
of the Suprem e, Superior and County Courts for the Years 1906 to 1929 Inclusive, George
M Henry this Digest Connects with the Decisions Digested in Vale's Digest Volumes 1-10
Inclusive, also Pepper and Lewis' Digest of Decisions 23 Volumes and CRA Supplement
Volumes 1 and 2. Newark, N.J., Philadelphia, Pa.,: Soney & Sage co.; 1931.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 302-305. 2 1931.
Purdons Pennsylvania Statutes Annotated. 12 (1-730, 731-1820, 1821-end), 43-47, 50-52, 53
(1-2900, 2091-8380, 8381-12220, 12221-15780, 15871-End), 68-70, 72 (1-3420, 2421End), 73-77, General Index
Desk Book and Index Analysis: Pennsylvania Digest of Decisions 1906-1930. Newark, N.J. Soney
& Sage Co. Geo. T. Bisel Co., 1932.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 306-308. 1932.
Remick, Raymond M. Practice and Procedure in the Orphans' Courts of Pennsylvania. 2d ed.
1932.
Pennsylvania Negligence, 1891-1932, Indexed, Covering 144 to 306 Pennsylvania State Reports
and 1 to 102 Pennsylvania Superior Court Reports, Compiled Horace Rickert. 2d , by
Albert L. Moise, ed. 1933.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 309-312. 1933.
Purdons Pennsylvania Statutes Annotated. Title 53 (15781-End). 1933.
Bachm an, Robert S. and S. Maxwell Flitter. Pennsylvania Elementary Law, Problems and
Solutions: Designed especially for the use of Law Students in Review W ork and in
Preparation for Examinations for Degrees in Law Colleges Or for Admission to the Bar. 2d
/ rev. and corr. by Albert L. Moise ed. 1934.
Dunlap, Jam es D. A Book of Forms for Practice in the Courts and for Conveyancing, James D
Dunlap. 9th, completely rev. and enl., by Milford J. Meyer and Barnet Lieberm an .. to which are
append a new note on title searches, by Henry R. Robins ... and a glossary of law terms.

*

The information concerning Purdons Statutes comes from Pimsleur’s Checklist of American Publications (19 ).
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ed. 1934.
Gilbert, Keller H. Inheritance Taxation in Pennsylvania; a Treatise Comprising the Full Text of all
Statutes, a Comprehensive Digest of all Reported Decisions, and Comments of the Author.
1934.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 313-316. 1934.
W oodward, Graham Cox. Motions and Rules in Pennsylvania, with Forms. 1934.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 317-319. 1935.
Pennsylvania. Purdon's Pennsylvania Statutes 1936 Compact Ed Containing all the Laws of the
General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania of a General and Permanent
Nature in Force January 1, 1936, with Complete Index, Publishers' Editorial Staff.
Philadelphia, Pa. St. Paul, Minn.,: George T. Bisel Co.; W est Pub. Co., 1936.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 320-323. 1936.
Dill, W illiam Frost. Constables' Guide; the Law of Constables in Pennsylvania. 4th ed. 1937.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 324-327. 1937.
Sturgeon, Harold McCuan. The Pennsylvania Law and Procedure in Divorce, Together with a Full
Collection of Forms, Harold M Sturgeon. 3d , rev. and enl. to date by Richard Henry Klein
ed. 1937.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 328-331. 1938.
Purdon’s Pennsylvania Statutes Annotated. Title 13-15, 25, 53 (8381-12220). 1938.
Remick, Raymond M. Practice and Procedure in the Orphans' Courts of Pennsylvania. 3d ed.
1938.
Skinner, W illiam A. The W orkmen's Compensation Law of Pennsylvania. 3d ed. 1938.
Pennsylvania State Reports Vols. 332-335. 1939.
Purdon’s Pennsylvania Statutes Annotated. Title 73-76, 77. 1939.
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Joel Fishman, Ph.D., is Assistant Director for Lawyer Services, Duquesne University Center for
Legal Information/Allegheny County Law Library

In early August, archivists descended upon
San Diego for the 76 th Society of Am erican
Archivists annual m eeting. This was my
second SAA, but my first as a presenter (and
since I was presenting on the last day, I was
able to keep up that nervous anticipation for
the entire conference). This year’s them e was
“Beyond Borders” and had som e really

SAA 2012: The Good, the Great,
and the Caffeinated
Christine George

interesting sessions.
The two sessions that stood out for m e—which just happened to be the first and last panels that
I attended— were the panel of archivists who handled the John Cutler Papers which contained
records from the Guatem ala Syphilis Experim ents and led to an international incident, and the
panel discussing tattoos as records. Hearing from the archivists who were involved with the drama
surrounding the Cutler papers and the ethical issues of making inform ation accessible was really
enlightening. The tattoo panel was the last session on the last day of the conference, but had some
of the most enthusiastic audience involvem ent I’ve ever seen. In addition to learning m ore about
the history of tattoos than I had ever anticipated knowing, each of the three speakers provided a
unique perspective on tattoos as records of societies and individuals.
After learning my lesson the hard way last year, I made sure that I arrived at the ever popular
“Archives in the Movies” program early to stake out a well-positioned seat. Leith Johnson, who
hosts the program , provides com m entary to m ovie clips that depict archives and archivists. From
The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo to Citizen Kane, it’s apparent that archives are everywhere in the
movies, provided you know where to look. For m e, the highlight of the program — both this year and
last year— was hearing the collective gasp of horror and indignation from a room of archivists as
a character in Angels and Demons rips a page from a rare book.
Perhaps it was because this was the first meeting for the SNAP (Student and New Archives
Professionals) Roundtable, but there seem ed to be an em phasis on students this year. SAA
President Gregor Trinkaus-Randall— who donned a kilt for his Presidential Address entitled “The
Good, the Bad, and the Ugly: The Archival Profession and Future Challenges”— recognized students
during his presidential address. SNAP helped organize various m eet ups for students throughout
the conference. One of those meet ups hoped to crash various alum ni m ixers because there were
only 6 six schools hosting this year. I’m not sure if they succeeded or not. I didn’t notice anyone
at the UT Roundup who looked confused at the yells of “hook ‘em ” and “raise your horns,” but it
was a crowded room .
On the last day of the conference, I presented m y paper, “Archives Beyond the Pale: Negotiating
Legal and Ethical Entanglem ents After the Belfast Project” during the Graduate Student Archivists
Paper Session. There were a few brave souls who m ade it to the 8am session that Saturday
m orning. I can attest that the Starbucks line was at least a half an hour long that m orning.
Actually, the Starbucks line was a running joke at the conference. Archivists like their coffee, and
more often than not, you’d run into people while waiting in that line and m ake new friends. It
really was an excellent networking opportunity, so long as you were able to com m unicate effectively
before you got your caffeine fix.
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All in all, I had a great experience at the SAA annual meeting. I was able to attend som e lively
Roundtables, take in some great sessions, catch up with old friends, and m eet some new people.
I didn’t find out until a few days after I was back hom e that I had m ore than m y program notes and
business cards to remem ber this conference by. My friend snapped a picture of me and entered
it into SAA’s first Photo Op contest to capture the “m ost interesting shot from SAA 2012.” She calls
it “Christine George Conquers the Hollinger Box” and it won. I can only hope that it’s not going to
be used for prom otional materials.

Christine George is Faculty Services/Reference Librarian at the Charles B. Sears Law Library,
SUNY Buffalo Law School

The Bounds Law Library at the University of
Alabam a School of Law has recently acquired
the manuscript ledgers of the law firm of
Colcock and Hutson. W illiam F. Colcock and
Brad E. LeMarr
Charles J. C. Hutson were distinguished 19th
Century
South
Carolina law yers
and
statesmen. On November 1, 1866, Colcock
and Hutson form ed a partnership for the
practice of law in Gillisonville, S.C. On January 1, 1870, Cornelius J. Colcock joined the firm. On
November 1, 1872, the firm of Colcock and Hutson w as dissolved. W illiam F. Colcock and
Cornelius J. Colcock continued the practice under the firm nam e of Colcock and Son. Hutson
began practicing under his own nam e.

Manuscript Ledgers of the Law
Firm of Colcock and Hutson
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W illiam F. Colcock was an im portant figure in South Carolina politics. He was a m em ber of the
State House of Representatives from 1831 to 1848, its Speaker from 1841 to 1848, a mem ber of
the United States House of Representatives from 1849 to 1853, and Collector of the Port of
Charleston from 1853 to 1865. Colcock lost his job as Collector of the Port of Charleston after the
Civil W ar and entered a law practice with his nephew Charles J. C. Hutson.
A distinguished officer during the Civil W ar, Charles J. C. Hutson served several term s in the State
Legislature during the 1860s and 1870s and was a forceful opponent of Reconstruction. He was
a m ember of the South Carolina Constitutional Convention of 1895 and was appointed Clerk of the
United States District Court that sam e year, serving in that position until his death.
The collection consists of four volum es: an “Appearance Book,” a “Docket Book,” an untitled
manuscript account ledger, and a “Penn Letter Book.” The “Appearance Book” for Colcock and
Hutson is dated January 1867 and signed by both W illiam F. Colcock and Charles J. C. Hutson.
This volum e contains 19 pages of manuscript entries recording 49 court appearances between
January 1867 and April 1869. Each entry lists the plaintiff and defendant, type of suit, opposing
attorney, and judgm ent. The “Docket Book” for Colcock and Hutson is dated 1868. This volume
contains 40 pages of m anuscript entries recording 115 cases between 1868 and 1872. For each
case is listed the plaintiff and defendant, cause of action, dates lodged and served, disposition,
costs, and occasional remarks. The volum e contains an alphabetical index of the cases.
The untitled m anuscript account ledger for W illiam F. Colcock and Charles J. C. Hutson contains
148 pages of manuscript entries between January 1872 and May 1879. The “Penn Letter Book”
for Colcock and Hutson contains 232 pages of business letters sent during the period June 1870
to Septem ber 1872. The volum e contains a six-page m anuscript index.
The first entry in the “Appearance Book” lists a case in which W illiam F. Colcock served as
garnishee and returned property in his care as creditor in possession. The first letter in the “Penn
Letter Book” is a letter written by Charles J. C. Hutson on behalf of the Prescott Fund describing
a m ortgage foreclosure proceeding. Taken together, these ledgers offer a unique perspective on a
southern country law practice during the post-Civil W ar years.
Brad E. LeMarr is a Graduate Student Assistant at the Bounds Law Library,
University of Alabama School of Law

The Rare Book Cataloging Roundtable met for
the fifth successive year last July at the
annual m eeting in Philadelphia. Sarah Yates,
Sabrina Sondhi
Roundtable Chair and Cataloging Librarian at
the University of Minnesota Law Library led
the TS-SIS sponsored m eeting which was well
attended, in spite of its being scheduled at the sam e tim e as the LHRB-SIS’s awards luncheon.

Rare Book Cataloging Roundtable
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One of the major topics of discussion this year was whether RDA was suitable for rare book
cataloging. The consensus was that it was not; after all, the DCRM(B) which is designed for
cataloging rare books is still relatively new. The DCRM(B) also allows for a greater level of rare
book-related detail and specificity than RDA would currently allow. Since RDA is still evolving, it
was pointed out that the rare book cataloging com m unity m ay eventually im plement
com plementary RDA rules. However, m ost of the roundtable participants did not foresee this
happening in the near future.
Another popular topic of conversation was genre term s. Most participants agreed that the growing
use of genre term s will help patrons rediscover libraries’ “hidden collections”. However, several
librarians adm itted that their libraries used only a chosen subset of genre terms, if they decided
to use genre terms at all. This m eans that copy cataloging records are not a viable m ethod of
adding these fields. In libraries with large collections there is also the question of how genre terms
should be applied to already cataloged materials. At one major library, genre terms are being added
to newly cataloged m aterials, but those fields are being suppressed until the point at which terms
have been assigned to a significant portion of the collection. At another m ajor library, the reference
librarians will be choosing a selected few genre term s, and the catalogers will use global update
to apply each individual term to materials.
Some general discussion was also held about date cut-offs for including items in Special
Collections. This date was found to vary at different libraries. Som e libraries also applied different
date cut-offs for different purposes, e.g. pre-1850 for locating a book in Special Collections, but
pre-1800 for cataloging a book with DCRM(B).
As happens m ost years, the group also had the opportunity to share news about new cataloging
tools, training workshops, online presentations, and recent journal articles of interest. The rare
book cataloging mailing list is set to be refounded on the new AALL platform ; to be added to the
list, or for m ore inform ation, contact Sarah Yates (yates006@um n.edu).

Sabrina Sondhi is Special Collections Librarian at Columbia Law School Library

Program
Reviews

LH&RB Program : “Digging” Legal History in Boston:
The Case of the Boston Strangler
M onday, July 23, 12:00 noon - 1:00 pm
Professor Jam es Starrs, George W ashington University

On Monday, July 23 rd, George W ashington University’s
Professor Jam es Starrs com pleted the fourth (and final)
installm ent in his “Digging Legal History” series for the LH&RB Section of AALL with the
presentation: “Digging Legal History in Boston: The Case of the Boston Strangler.” Always a
rousing speaker, this year’s perform ance was no exception. Prof. Starrs recounted his team’s
experience with the exhum ation and forensic investigation of Mary Sullivan, the Strangler’s final
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victim. His talk and accom panying Powerpoint presentation kept his audience riveted to their
seats. Included were photographs of the examination of the exhum ed corpse of Mary Sullivan
(corpse grayed out so as not to gross out the audience) along with the forensics team brought in
by Starrs to perform the analysis. Prof. Starrs debunked m uch of the misinform ation m ade
popular in film s such as the 1968 classic “The Boston Strangler” starring Tony Curtis. Indeed, the
facts them selves have m ade for a m uch more com pelling story than any fictionalized account
required to be sanitized for the viewing public of the Sixties.
In the past, Prof. Starrs has dealt with exhum ations of such controversial figures as explorer
Meriwether Lewis, outlaw Jesse James, and reputed cannibal Alfred Packer. Unlike previous
exhum ation subjects, the case of the Boston Strangler has a much more recent history. In his
presentation, Prof. Starrs notes that he accepts these cold cases based on two criteria: historical
controversy and scientific value. Prof. Starrs was approached by the Sullivan fam ily and Albert
DeSalvo’s brother to provide answers to some lingering questions regarding the case. Starrs
accepted the challenge.
Some noteworthy item s mentioned by Prof. Starrs in his presentation:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Date of exhum ation was Oct. 13, 2000; Mary Sullivan was reinterred on Oct. 15 th. Prof.
Starrs and his team were at all tim es respectful of Mary Sullivan as a person and not just
the subject of a forensic investigation;
Starrs misrepresented him self as a part of the Sullivan clan in order to obtain perm ission
to access inform ation not usually approved by som eone outside the fam ily;
Coffins had a 60 year guarantee that the body would not decay. M ary Sullivan was in
perfect shape when exhum ed;
Starrs’ team collected 68 items to sort out and investigate;
Fabric used by the funeral home to tie up the jaw was thought to be hair in the initial
investigation; Prof. Starrs was able to clear up this confusion;
Prof. Starrs discovered that Mary Sullivan’s hyoic bone was unfractured, which was
inconsistent with Albert DeSalvo’s testim ony that he strangled her m anually. Rather, the
evidence indicated strangulation by ligatures;
Sem inal DNA was found in Mary’s pubic hair and underpants; however, the DNA did not
match with that of either Mary or Albert DeSalvo. Prof. Starrs postulated that an unsavory
individual m ay have had intercourse with Mary postm ortem .
Prof. Starrs him self paid for the lion’s share of the project.

Although the results of the exhum ation were inconclusive on several counts, and actually raised
many new questions, the fam ily of M ary Sullivan and Albert DeSalvo were satisfied and did not
seek any further investigation from Prof. Starrs’ team . They seem ed to obtain closure from this
investigation.
Prof. Starrs concluded his presentation by noting the vast im provem ents m ade in forensic
investigation since the tim e of the Boston Strangler cases. He stressed the im portance of saving
evidence in order to wait for technological breakthroughs that would unlock evidentiary clues. He
also disputed the veracity of Albert DeSalvo’s testim ony, theorizing that Mr. DeSalvo m ay very well
have killed one or two of the victim s attributed to the Boston Strangler, but he most likely did not
murder them all. Fam e may very well have been behind his confession to all of the murders.
Susan Chinoransky
Head of Serials
Jacob Burns Law Library
The George W ashington University
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H-2: Early Law Libraries as Historical Docum ents: Recording the Bookshelves of
Long-Ago Lawyers
Tuesday, July 24, 8:30 am - 9:45 am
Michael W idener, Coordinator and Moderator, Lillian Goldm an Library Yale Law School
Karen S. Beck, Harvard Law School Library
Jerem y B. Dibbell, LibraryThing
Kicking off the final day of the 2012 AALL Annual Meeting was this well-attended LHRB-sponsored
education program on early law libraries— it proved a rewarding mix of edifying, thought-provoking,
and
fun
moments.
Handouts
from
the
talk
are
available
at
http://www.softconference.com /aall/handouts/handouts.htm l.
Fresh from hosting the bounteous LHRB-SIS reception the night before at the Harvard Law School
Library, Karen Beck spoke first by recounting her efforts in conducting a survey of historic law
book collections and offering a template of best practices for others to follow. Reconstructing a
lawyer’s law library, whether that lawyer was a judge or practitioner, can provide evidence for
collection development, biography, substantive legal developments, and changes in legal
publishing. Collecting these books in a m odern law library supports this kind of research and any
given book can also serve as an instructional tool to bring into a classroom .
After the first step of locating lawyers to research, next steps for piecing together their libraries can
include working from reference aids like George L. McKay’s Am erican Book Auction Catalogs,
1713-1934: A Union List; looking at manuscript collections for such items as probate lists that
include books, purchase lists, or shelf lists by owners themselves; searching OCLC; looking at
major catalogs like Harvard’s; spotting ownership marks like bookplates; and com bing through
older library acquisition records.
For her part, Beck focused on private lawyers from 1800-1870, setting out to do a nineteenth
century com panion for Herbert A. Johnson’s 1978 Im ported Eighteenth-Century Law Treatises in
Am erican Libraries, 1700-1799. After narrowing her study to fifteen lawyers from New England,
Beck transcribed all the titles she could find, which she then reconstituted and analyzed in various
ways. Some questions she was able to answer such as, as expected, the proportion of Am erican
to British and Continental works increased over tim e. Unexpectedly, each lawyer owned at least
one work on international law no matter what his background. Eventually a book will be
forthcom ing from Lawbook Exchange and Beck encouraged others to undertake their own surveys.
Next to speak w as Jerem y Dibbell from LibraryThing, who also writes a popular blog
(http://philobiblos.blogspot.com /) and is active on Tw itter (http://twitter.com /JBD1).
LibraryThing is an online comm unity of booklovers who share what they are reading and m ay also
catalog their collections online. It started in 2005 and a couple of years later the company started
assem bling historic “Legacy Libraries.” http://www.librarything.com /legacylibraries Fittingly
enough, the first historical collection com pleted was that of the m ost fam ous Am erican book lover
of them all, Thomas Jefferson. Today, LibraryThing’s reconstructions range all the way up to Tupac
Shakur and work continues on others, including such fam ed personalities as Oscar W ilde. From
its Legacy Libraries, it was only natural that LibraryThing undertook Libraries of Early Am erica,
a database of early American private libraries through 1825. Of these, eighty are com plete and
eight are in progress, making for prime fodder for any constitutional originalist out there.
Given its online nature, LibraryThing allows for a m yriad of possibilities. For instance, aggregation
allows for virtually reuniting dispersed collections, visualizing libraries with tag clouds, and
com paring your own reading habits with the likes of John Adam s. LibraryThing can also be used
for practical purposes like a library’s rare book OPAC. One particularly neat feature is being able
to calculate how m any UHaul boxes does it take to m ove your books. Records for individual titles
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are intentionally flexible to enable notes about marginalia, condition, links to digitized versions,
images, can even sort by lawyers.
LibraryThing now has many institutional partners, including the Yale Law School Library. Mike
W idener, the coordinator and moderator, encouraged others to contribute inform ation to
LibraryThing’s Legacy Libraries. The m ore content that is added, the m ore LibraryThing’s potential
can be realized to show, historically, how comm on or unusual w as a particular library or a
particular book.
Kasia Solon Cristobal
Student Services Coordinator
The University of Texas at Austin Law Library

As I began layout work on this issue of
LH&RB, I received word of the death of
Erwin Surrency. He regularly contributed
book reviews to this publication, and I always
enjoyed reading his subm issions. A detailed
account of his career can be found in the
Spring 2012 issue of LH&RB, published after
the announcem ent of his induction into the
AALL Hall of Fam e. He will be missed.

Editor’s Corner
Mark Podvia

W e have two new LH&RB editors. Linda Tesar, Head of Technical Services, W olf Law Library,
College of W illiam and Mary is our new Acquisitions Editor. Stewart Plein, Special Collections
Librarian at West Virginia University College of Law, will be our new Archives Editor. W elcome
aboard! Of course, one of these days w e w ill need a new Editor-in-Chief, but I prom ised Jennie
that I would stay at least through the end of her term so that job is covered for awhile.
Thank you to all who subm itted m aterial for this issue of LH&RB. I always look forward to reading
the articles, book reviews and news items that you send to our editors.
Assuming that the Mayans got the whole end of the world thing wrong, the deadline for the W inter
issue of LH&RB will be February 15th, 2013. If they got it right, this will
be our last issue. I am betting that we will be publishing a W inter issue!
Special thnaks to Lindsay Berkstresser for proofreading this issue of
LH&RB!
Best wishes to all of you for the upcom ing holiday season!

Mark
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Beck, Karen S. A W orking Lawyer’s Life.
The Letter Book of John Henry Senter 1879
– 1884.
Clark, N.J.: The Lawbook
Exchange, 2008.
xiv, 267p. ISBN-13:
9781584779292. $39.95.

Book
Reviews
Edited by

Karen S. Beck’s book, A W orking Lawyer’s Life.
The Letter Book of John Henry Senter 1879 –
1884, offers a rare opportunity for the reader
to exam ine the business practice of a small
town lawyer through the pages of his Letter
Book. W hile Senter’s Letter Book provides a
close look at the day to day affairs of a
nineteenth century working lawyer through a
docum ent used to record his everyday
business transactions; w e can also gain
insight into Senter character through his
letters. Much m ore than a sim ple business
docum ent, the Letter Book of John Henry
Senter brings to light a tim e when the
business of being a lawyer was achieving
professional status.

Joel Fishman, Ph.D.

In This Issue:
Beck, Karen S. A Working Lawyer’s Life. The Letter
Book of John Henry Senter 1879 – 1884.
Billings, Warren M. Magistrates and Pioneers:
Essays in the History of American Law.
Cane, Peter, and Herbert M. Kritzer, Eds. The
Oxford Handbook of Empirical Legal Research.
Dargo, George. Colony to Empire: Episodes in
American Legal History.

Senter, of W arren, Verm ont, is seen through
the lens of his Letter Book, from the beginning
of his practice as he juggles the roles of
educator and lawyer, to his days as an
attorney held in high esteem as a captioned
newspaper illustration within the text
indicates. According to Beck, Senter was also
the subject of a contemporary biographical
sketch. Ms. Beck m oves beyond these texts,
using the Letter Book as a biographical tool to
provide a fuller, m ore intim ate look at the
practice of law in the nineteenth century.

Finch, George A. Adventures in Internationalism: A
Biography of James Brown Scott.
Hoeflich, Michael H., Ed. Sources of the History of
the American law of Lawyering.
Hoeflich, Michael H. and William E. Butler. The
Syllabi: Genesis of the National Reporter System.
McMaster, John Bach and Frederick D. Stone.
Pennsylvania and the Federal Constitution 17871788.

As M.H. Hoeflich states in his article, “John
Livingston & the Business of Law in
Nineteenth Century America, *” the study of the
“business of law” has received less attention by
scholars of legal history. In this regard, Beck’s
book is a w elcom e addition to this field of
scholarship, offering further insight into the
practical
experiences and
m ethods
of
nineteenth century lawyers. In Beck’s hands,
Senter’s Letter Book does far m ore than
illum inate the everyday working practices of a
nineteenth century lawyer, but it also provides

Pruitt, Paul M. Taming Alabama: Lawyers and
Reformers, 1804-1929.
Tsesis, Alexander. For Liberty and Equality: The Life
and Times of the Declaration of Independence.
Vile, John R. Proposed Amendments to the U. S.
Constitution 1787-2001; Supplement IV, 2002-2010.

important observations onto the lawyer himself.

*

M.H. Hoeflich, “John Livingston & the Business of Law in Nineteenth Century America, 44, Am. J. Legal Hist. 347
(2000).
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As a practical recording device for everyday activities, the Letter Book plays both the role of
copierand file, affording valuable insights into the day to day secretarial and business tasks of
maintaining a working office. Beck explores the Letter Book both by content and m ethod for
reproducing letters within its pages. The Letter Book is not an im m aculate recording piece but a
real working document full of im properly recorded letters, overly dam p pages, and sm udges. Beck
has gratefully supplied the directions for recording letters and since a certain am ount of water was
needed to transfer the letters into the book, it is a sm all wonder that any of them were recorded
properly. No one is perfect and Senter’s book is full of the types of smudges, smears and transfers
one would expect with such a process.
If Senter, or perhaps his clerk, followed the steps outlined in the text’s illustration for attaining
quality reproductions the task would require a good deal of tim e and precision in order to make
fine copies. Though the procedure m ust have been an im provement on earlier m ethods for copying,
the m ethod was still difficult enough that fine copies w ould be challenging to achieve. Beck not
only provides us with the record of a nineteenth century lawyer’s daily affairs, scarce enough, but
she also supplies the reader with the tools and techniques that m ade the copy book possible for
Senter to record his transactions. This is a useful addition to the study of the working habits of
nineteenth century lawyers and it provides a richer basis for com prehending the actual process
of recording daily activities. The text has several such illustrations and they are of great interest
and assistance to the reader, especially in regard to process.
The book is largely formatted into two categories: the biographical and inform ational text, followed
by the com plete compendium of the Letter Book. W ithin these divisions there is a good deal of
Senter’s personality to be found within the texts of his business letters. W hile Senter’s copy book
is arranged within chronological order in the second section of the book, Beck dissects its text in
the biographical section, arranging the letters by subject. It is here, within the biographical section,
that Senter’s career can also be found to be divided in term s of his occupations as a lawyer and
educator. The latter is not an unusual position for a lawyer who needed to m ake ends m eet while
attempting to get his own practice off and running. Many a lawyer’s biography of this tim e period
alludes to lawyers as educators and teachers. A steady and reliable incom e would be an essential
means of support when beginning a new practice and education, as an additional means of
employment, was often a good fit for an educated lawyer.
In this regard, thanks to Beck’s subject oriented approach, we applaud Senter’s humor and
sympathize with his exasperation as he exam ines a geology textbook in his role as a m em ber of the
Textbook Selection Com m ittee. Beck quotes Senter in a letter to a Boston book agent when he
writes “. . . com pare the west coast line of the U.S. as given on 25 & 28, 30 & 58 pages. I have
compared them by sketching on tissue paper, and think the result would convince any one, that
whoever drafted those maps, had no idea of the “Eternal fitness of things.” **
Senter was not unrecognized in his tim e for his skills as a lawyer, speaker and politician. The
inclusion of an 1890’s photograph showing Senter addressing a crowd as orator for a Memorial Day
speech is testam ent to his interests and his role as public servant. W ith a caption that reads
“fam ous lawyer and talker from Montpelier” *** as well as the subject of a contemporary biographical
sketch, **** we know that he was a m an of im portance. W hen Beck shares a quote from Senter’s
case, Floss v. Sm ith, directed to the jury when he says, “granted that he, Floss, is a knave,” *****
Beck reaches beyond Senter’s historical legacy and displays expressions of his personality that

**

Karen S. Beck, A Working Lawyer’s Life. The Letter Book of John Henry Senter 1879 – 1884, p. 52 (2008).

***

Supra note, 33.

****

*****

Supra note, 15.
Supra note, 101.
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bring the real, living, breathing person to us, beyond the im age of the “fam ous lawyer.” There are
times too, when Beck shows Senter’s character to be a bit prim , yet hot-tempered. These exam ples
present John Henry Senter as a much fuller personality.
The actual letters from Senter’s Letter Book provide the text of the second part of Beck’s exploration
of this w orking lawyer’s life. Transcription is always challenging and Beck has thoughtfully
provided a note describing her approach to the vagaries of m isspellings and punctuation that vary
over the intervening years between Senter’s tim e and our own. Retention of the text, followed as
closely as possible to the original, adds a richness and flavor that cannot be duplicated when the
text is cleaned and presented to us in our m odern parlance. Additionally, m any of the recorded
letters serve as a rem inder that it could be challenging at tim es to receive paym ent for services
rendered, and the task of continuously badgering clients to pay their bills was odious indeed. An
index of people and places m entioned in Senter’s Letter Book rounds out the volum e, providing a
useful addition to the text.
In short, Beck’s life of John Henry Senter, as viewed through his Letter Book, is a m uch needed
contribution to our knowledge of the working lawyer of the nineteenth century. This is a book that
will appeal to those with an interest in legal history, especially as it pertains to the daily life and
working practices of early lawyers. Biographical volum es of this nature show us the differences
between Senter’s tim e and our own, but more than that, books of this nature show us the
similarities between us, connecting the lawyers of today with those of yesterday.
Stewart Plein
Special Collections Librarian
W est Virginia University College of Law

Billings, W arren M . Magistrates and Pioneers: Essays in the History of Am erican Law.
Clark, N.J.: The Lawbook Exchange, 2011. 531p. 978-1-61619-127-6. xix, 460p. $75.00.
Throughout the centuries, law has been shaped by culture and society. They, in turn, have been
shaped by law, producing legal institutions and legal heritages that are rich and com plex. In
Magistrates and Pioneers: Essays in the History of American Law, W arren M. Billings explores these
and other concepts in the context of Am erican law. Through an anthology of his shorter works,
he brings history to life, painting a vivid picture of Virginia and the colonial Chesapeake region in
the seventeenth century, as well as nineteenth-century Louisiana as he explores their legal orders,
processes, and institutions. Billings traces the legal development of these regions to modern day,
introducing the reader to the dynam ic forces and personalities which im pacted the growth of their
legal cultures and institutions. Throughout these essays, Billings also educates the reader upon
the value of legal books and records, the need for preservation, and offers opportunities for future
research.
Billings first introduces him self to the reader in Essay 1. He discusses his background, describing
how he becam e a historian and developed his scholarly interests. W hile exam ining Virginia’s court
records, he gained the desire to chart the course of colonial Virginia’s legal order. He pursued this
goal, gaining an understanding for how the legal institutions worked, how various personalities
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affected the developm ent of politics in the region, and learning how Virginia’s colonial laws shaped
and were shaped by Virginia’s em erging culture. W hile delving through the Suprem e Court of
Louisiana’s archival records, Billings noticed parallels between the legal developm ents of Virginia
and Louisiana. Exploring these parallels led to the reassessm ent of Louisiana’s unique legal order
and the crafting of the New Louisiana Legal History field. His love of books and their history,
moreover, led him to a study of the law books that were used during these periods to gain insight
into the m indset of early Virginians and Louisianians, and learn what they knew about their law.
His collecting and studying of these books enriched his scholarship and provided valuable teaching
opportunities. Billings’ love of teaching and history is further reflected in his m entoring efforts
with both his students and colleagues through his talks and writings. This is seen throughout his
essays, as Billings takes opportunities to suggest to the reader new areas to develop and offers
lines of investigative inquiry such as his em phasis on the value of legal treatises and legal records
as historical evidence, and the need for their preservation.
Billings develops these them es throughout the essays that follow. He begins each essay with a
headnote, in which he describes the circumstances that led to his writing the essay and the
purpose behind it. He also uses these headnotes to collectively unify the essays, providing a
thematic continuity throughout the book. In Essays 2 through 4, Billings tells a com pelling tale
of seventeenth-century Virginia’s history and legal developm ent. He looks at the evolution of its
political institutions, and how these institutions were affected by the General Assembly’s adoption
of a county court system of local governm ent, which ultim ately fragmented Virginia’s political
power. Through his efforts to link law with culture, he sheds new light on colonial Virginia. He
demonstrates how Virginia’s body of law was influenced by the colonists’ cultural backgrounds and
their absorption of English legal treatises. In turn, the growth of Virginia’s body of law was an
essential com ponent to its developing culture. Billings builds upon these themes further in Essay
4. He exam ines the colonial lawgivers and how they gained their legal knowledge. He explores how
they adapted English law to work in Virginia. He also provides a fascinating view on how lawgivers
were influenced by English legal literature, and describes various key works that played a part in
this process, including “how-to-do-it” books that provided the colonists m odels for developing laws
and procedures.
Billings adds captivating dimensions to his history of colonial Virginia in Essays 5 through 9. He
provides the reader with a fascinating overview of Jam estown, using vignettes to recreate the
capital city where the Virginia legislature convened before it was destroyed in 1698. Billings then
presents a biographical sketch of Sir W illiam Berkeley and explores the im pact Governor Berkeley
had on Virginia, its General Assem bly, and Virginia’s relation to England. In the process, he sheds
new light on Berkeley, using material that he gleaned from an archive he created of Berkeley’s
papers. Billings also provides a historical look at the developm ent of the General Assem bly, the
House of Burgesses, the Courts of Judicature, and the Council of State and examines how they
worked. He then offers an exam ple of the General Assem bly’s legislative efforts, exploring the
development of the law of servants and slaves in colonial Virginia. Finally, in Essay 9, Billings
explores the litigation m echanism s relating to Virginia’s colonial court system and describes the
meaning of due process of law as it related to this era.
In Essays 10 through 16, Billings paints a com pelling picture of Louisiana as he explores its
history and legal developm ent in the nineteenth century, and the influences that affected its
evolution into present day. Drawing upon the themes and m ethods he applied to his study of
colonial Virginia, Billings sought to gain an understanding for how Louisiana’s legal institutions
worked, how various personalities affected the developm ent of its politics, and learn how
Louisiana’s laws shaped and were shaped by its culture. This research is prevalent in his essays
on Louisiana’s history. First, Billings presents one of the mainstays of the New Louisiana Legal
History field in Essay 10. He advocates for the collecting and preservation of the great array of
legal sources and records crucial for the study of Louisiana legal history, and suggests methods
of preserving these sources. He stresses the great need for these efforts as the m ore documents
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that are saved, the m ore opportunities exist to understand how Louisiana law shaped its culture
and how Louisiana culture helped fashion its laws. Moreover, Billings offers the interested
researcher m ultiple opportunities for exploration in Louisiana legal history and suggests several
lines of investigation. He discusses how sources such as court records and legal treatises could
be studied to learn m ore about Louisiana’s legal heritage, the development of its courts, legal
practices, and procedural rights, the education of its lawyers, and the rise of the Louisiana bar.
Drawing upon parallels between early Virginia and Louisiana, Billings stresses the value of
comparing the legal traditions of Louisiana to other states and Europe to learn how legal concepts
transferred to Louisiana and were adopted into its legal traditions. He also suggests the possibility
of looking at the bond between Louisiana’s culture and its laws as a worthy topic of exploration.
Billings develops m any of these lines of inquiry further in Essays 11 through 16. He dem onstrates
how court records can be used as sources of historical evidence when he describes the case
involving the last will and testam ent of the Suprem e Court of Louisiana Judge François-Xavier
Martin. In Essay 12, he discusses how treatises offer valuable lines of inquiry to historians, and
shows how the study of a little known treatise -- Lewis Kerr’s Exposition and the Making of Criminal
Law in Louisiana -- could be used to gain understanding about the origins of Louisiana’s criminal
laws and procedures. This treatise serves as an exam ple of how lawyers and lawgivers learned
about the law. Billings also offers the interested researcher a terrific appendix of Kerr’s cited
sources, which reveal the works that influenced treatise writers of this era. Billings then provides
insight into how Louisiana’s Suprem e Court w orked and evolved through a study of its
administrative capacities pertaining to areas such as bar regulation, procedural rules, auxiliary
staffing and citation form ats during the period of 1813-1995. He describes the colorful
developm ent of Louisiana’s bar and its ties to the Suprem e Court of Louisiana through an
exploration of the bar’s origins and the influences of such personalities as Huey P. Long. In Essay
15, Billings offers a compelling tale of the convergence of European civil law and Anglo-Am erican
com m on law into the creation of Louisiana’s distinct legal jurisdiction and explores how this
system evolved into modern tim es. Drawing from court documents, Billings finally provides the
reader with an engaging account of the controversy surrounding the Louisiana judicial election of
1934 after the death of Associate Justice W inston Overton. He describes how the maneuverings
of Huey P. Long to elect his candidate John B. Fournet dem eaned the Suprem e Court and almost
destroyed the bar association. The controversy also demonstrated the foibles of Louisiana’s judicial
system and its elective process.
In conclusion, Billings offers the reader two fascinating and inspiring essays. In Essay 17, he
com pares Huey P. Long and Harry F. Byrd and describes how these personalities affected the
developm ent of politics in Louisiana and Virginia, as well as how they m anipulated the legal order
of their states in order to control them. In Essay 18, Billings looks at the history of scholarship
relating to Virginia’s culture and legal orders. Moreover, he inspires the interested researcher
through his suggestions of a multitude of opportunities to explore for future research.
W arren M . Billings is a Distinguished Professor of History, Em eritus, at the University of New
Orleans. Currently, he is a Visiting Professor of Law at W illiam and Mary. A vintage scholar for
over forty years, Billings has written and edited num erous books and articles. A renowned
academic of early American history and law, he has greatly influenced the colonial Chesapeake and
New Louisiana Legal History fields. Moreover, through his love of the history of books expressed
in his writings, Billings has contributed to the growth of American legal historians, dem onstrating
the im portance of legal treatises and records as historical evidence for the understanding of early
American law and culture, and for learning about how lawyers and lawgivers received their
education. The em phasis he places on the im portance of collecting and preserving legal books and
documents, and his own efforts to do so have enriched the body of historical sources available to
researchers. Moreover, Billings’ influence as a teacher is evident through the generosity of spirit
expressed in his essays as he suggests new areas of legal history and lines of investigative inquiry
that could be explored by the interested scholar. His book, Magistrates and Pioneers, is well
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written, educational, entertaining, and inspiring. It is a terrific book that will interest historians,
legal scholars, librarians, students, and anyone with a love for legal history and old books. The
book’s exhaustive footnotes and the appendix Billings provides in Essay 12 are terrific resources
for anyone doing research in legal history, especially that relating to Virginia and Louisiana. They
also are great tools for anyone doing collection developm ent in these areas. I would recommend
Magistrates and Pioneers: Essays in the History of American Law for any academ ic or public library
collection.
W endy Law
Dee J. Kelly Law Library
Texas W esleyan School of Law

Cane, Peter, and H erbert M. Kritzer, Eds. The Oxford Handbook of Em pirical Legal
Research. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010. xv, 1094p. ISBN: 978-0-19-954247-5.
$250.00.
One of the half-truths concerning em pirical legal research is that it only deals with current law and
there’s nothing historical about it. The Oxford Handbook of Empirical Legal Research helps dispel
this myth and show how em pirical studies have im pacted various areas of law over m any decades,
notably bankruptcy (pp. 198-208), consum er protection (pp. 176-187), environm ental regulation
(pp. 449-455), fam ily law (pp. 287-294), and occupational safety and health (pp. 424-429). One of
the book’s co-editors authored an entire chapter on “The (Nearly) Forgotten Early Em pirical Legal
Research” (pp. 875-900). The text includes som e portions useful to legal historians and law
librarians, a fact masked by the somewhat generic title.
“In the American legal academ y, empirical research gained contem porary prom inence in the late
1990s” (p. 1). So begins the introduction to this volume, which then explains succinctly what the
volume is about, and also what is omitted. The book is not affiliated with, or only about, the
movement called “Em pirical Legal Studies,” but covers a broader scope of social science approaches
to studying law. The book also purposely skips historical and legal analysis as discrete categories
of research, and instead looks at em pirical investigations of legal institutions, topics, and actors.
And what a variety and potpourri of legal fields are covered in this black book!
The core m aterials of the book are the 43 separate chapters designed to be m ore than literature
surveys of particular legal sub-fields. The editors asked the 54 authors to provide “concise, original,
and critical discussions of work they consider to have m ade a significant contribution to our
understanding of the various topics covered in the Handbook. They were also asked to identify gaps
in the extant body of research and possible topics for future research.” (p. 5). In addition, the
authors often brought com parative law perspectives to their chapters, with 7 Australian, 20
Am erican, and 20 United Kingdom scholars joining 5 others from Argentina, Canada, Ireland, Italy,
and South Africa. (These numbers don’t add up exactly to the 54 total due to dual-degrees and
affiliations of som e authors. See the list of “contributors and editors” on pages xiii-xv). To the
degree their sub-topics lent them selves to such a wide analysis, the chapter authors succeeded
very well in fulfilling the editors’ goals. For exam ple, Sally W heeler, professor of law at Queen’s
University in Belfast, Northern Ireland, contributes an insightful chapter on “Contracts and
Corporations,” (pp. 125-150) which compares and contrasts British and Am erican approaches to
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researching contract law and behavior on m ultiple levels, and even includes portions on
environm ental standards, hum an rights, and an Australian study on corporate behavior.
I was most im pressed with the depth and coverage of the many sub-topics of law within this large
handbook. I expected to find good m aterial and inform ation on em pirical studies within law in
general--and those are here and described in rich detail, particularly in Part 2 of the book, “Doing
and Using Em pirical Legal Research” (pp. 873-1058). W hat I was surprised at was the breadth and
original analysis of the m any, m any legal sub-fields com prising the first three-fourths of the book
in Part 1 “Surveying Em pirical Legal Research” (pp. 9-872). After sam pling m any of these chapters,
I am tempted to return here whenever I start any sort of research— empirical or not— in a legal
subfield. The 35 chapters run the gamut from civil procedure (pp. 679-704), constitutions (pp. 376398), criminal law (pp. 64-95), housing and property (pp. 331-352), international law (pp. 753-784),
to legal education (pp. 854-872), personal injury (pp. 235-259) and much m ore. Each chapter
contains at least two or three pages of references relating to the topic, there’s an overall index, and
even a prior com panion volum e, The Oxford Handbook of Legal Studies (2003). This 2003 handbook
also contains an in-depth analysis of scholarship about law, legal rules, and legal institutions,
although from a doctrinal perspective rather than an empirical one.
The Oxford Handbook of Empirical Legal Research is a good purchase for academ ic law libraries,
particularly those with faculty interested in 1) em pirical studies, 2) com parative legal analysis
(especially across com m on-law jurisdictions), and 3) doctrinal research but looking for excellent
surveys of current and potential future research directions in their fields. Although “legal history”
and “history” do not show up in the index, there is still plenty of content here for legal historians
seeking contemporary perspectives of alm ost any legal subfield. This will also be an im portant text
in the future for anyone needing to know which tools are being used to answ er today’s legal
questions and what academ ic legal scholarship looked like across the board in 2010.
Galen L. Fletcher
Howard W. Hunter Law Library
Brigham Young University

Dargo, George. Colony to Em pire: Episodes in Am erican Legal History. Clark, N.J.: The
Lawbook Exchange, 2012. 363pp. ISBN-13: 9781616191443. $75.00.
In Colony to Empire: Episodes in American Legal History, prom inent historian and professor George
Dargo com bines highlights from a lifetim e of scholarly achievem ent. The book is a collection of
selected articles and excerpts of works, authored by Dargo, on a wide array of legal-history topics,
all of which have been recently revised and edited. W ith a doctorate in history and a law degree,
Dargo pens unique insights into how historical events fashioned the development of Am erica’s legal
principles.
The book is organized into three tim e periods, with each segm ent containing various articles that
are apropos to that interlude of Am erican history. Beginning w ith the section “Colonial
Foundations,” followed by “Nineteenth Century Episodes,” and ending with “Twentieth Century
Episodes,” Dargo traces the United States’ legal development from colony to em pire throughout
these time periods. The author calls each one of these writings in the sequence “infection points.”
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In other words, each com m entary highlights a phase in history that was integral in the nation’s
development of the law or a distinctive event in Am erica’s legal past. Each exposé, relevant to that
generation, is an intersection where law and history m eet.
It does not do these articles justice to give them a cursory review. However, that is the best I can
achieve with the space constraints at hand and I will attem pt to em phasize the main foci of the
works contained in this collection.
In the segm ent that exam ines Am erica’s early foundations, Dargo first gives an in-depth analysis
on the developm ent of legal rights with particular stress placed on how each colony took its English
heritage and transform ed that tradition. Many historical exam ples are produced that point to the
divergence and sim ilarity in American and English law custom s. The next “episode” exam ines the
topic of religious toleration, or the lack thereof, in early America. Dargo gives a colony-by-colony
overview of religious freedom and the lim its that were placed on that right. Overall, he explores the
reasons America was the setting for the realization of a tolerant philosophy in matters of religion.
The third article, entitled “The Condition of the Colonial Press,” traces the history of the m edia and
its regulation in the early colonial period. Dargo surveys how laws and powerful assem blies
constrained the operation of the press and highlights a few of the landm ark cases in the colonial
era that shaped this freedom we know today. Lastly, to finish the segm ent on Am erica’s early
foundations, Dargo includes an article on political life in the tim e period. He puts particular focus
on voting rights, cam paign techniques, public participation in the electoral process and voter
behavior in elections. In sum , Dargo describes how Am erica’s early political culture came to life.
The second portion of the book deals with the nation’s jurisprudential life in the 1800s. The first
essay in this collection is very broad in its scope. It illustrates how the legal system developed in
the virgin republic. Som e highlights from this article include: a portrayal of the notable events and
political battles surrounding the drafting and ratification of the Constitution; descriptions of some
integral judicial decisions that aided in form ulating and clarifying the law in that age, especially
in the areas of torts, contracts, and w ills; and lastly, how the changing legal profession affected
the law of the tim e. The works that follow in this segm ent of the book are all very specific in nature.
The essay that ensues in this collection, describes the unique political and cultural events that
surrounded the adoption of Louisiana’s Civil Digest of 1808. Dargo walks the reader through these
occurrences to see how the drafting of this body of laws was an effort of the people of Louisiana
to preserve their unique founding and historical past. The next article also deals with a significant
event, not only in the history of Louisiana, but in the nation as well: the legal battle that ensued
over the Batture of St. Mary. The case involved politician and lawyer, Edward Livingston, and the
federal governm ent, including President Jefferson, Congress, and Marshall’s Suprem e Court. The
Livingston battle was a clim actic point in the clash of the diverse legal systems that existed at that
time, especially between the civil law tradition of Louisiana and her new acquirer, the United
States. The essay that follows, entitled “Steam boats and Tugboats on the Mississippi,” also touches
on an issue dear to Louisiana and the developing nations. In this article Dargo explains how the
new technology of the era and the problem s that cam e with that advancem ent were regulated and
dealt with by legislatures and judiciaries at that tim e. It is a focused study on how states dealt with
rapid industrial change. Rounding out the last essay from the 19 th century, Dargo exam ines the
origins of the “Separate But Equal” doctrine in his analysis of the case Sarah Roberts v. City of
Boston. The outcome of the Massachusetts case had an im m ense im pact on federal constitutional
law. Dargo believes that this was one of the most im portant court opinions of the antebellum
period, because it was the first decision to uphold and justify the regim e of Jim Crow.

The third and last portion of the book focuses on 20 th century legal episodes. All three articles come
from Dargo’s work on the history of the United States Court of Appeals for the First Circuit. The
segment starts with a look at the “Red Scare” that followed after the First W orld W ar, especially
how this era shaped legal rights and the role of government. Dargo closely scrutinizes Judge
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George Anderson’s landm ark decision in Colyer v. Skeffington and points out how the opinion
achieved im portant civil liberty goals. The next article looks at challenges to the religious “blue
laws,” which prohibited com m erce on Sundays. In particular Dargo exam ines the M assachusetts
blue law statutory regim e and the legal challenges to that scheme in the mid-20 th century.
Furtherm ore, he closely dissects the judicial opinions that upheld and struck down the blue laws.
Particular em phasis is put on Justice Calvert Magruder’s philosophy and its effect on the federal
judiciary. The final article on the 20 th century centers on the Com m onwealth of Puerto Rico and
its unique legal status, which is considered a vestige of colonial tim es. Dargo discusses the First
Circuit’s relationship with the territory, and once again Justice Magruder’s thought is given
particular weight.
In conclusion, I believe this book is a tribute to the late Dargo, who passed away shortly before the
release of the work. It is truly am azing to witness how one m an can have such a com m anding
knowledge on so m any scholarly topics. However, I must add some criticism. The articles, even
though wonderful in them selves, have no com m on them e except for their chronological order and
focus on legal history. For exam ple, jum ping from a discussion of voting rights in colonial times
in one chapter and then to an exam ination of court decisions decided during the Red Scare in the
1920s in the next, perplexed me in trying to decipher the purpose for com plying this work.
Nevertheless, I found the book to be a pleasurable and easy read for a novice in legal history, like
myself.
David M. McGoron
Juris Doctorate Candidate ‘13
Ohio Northern University
Pettit College of Law

Finch, George A. Adventures in Internationalism : A Biography of Jam es Brown Scott. Ed.
by W illiam E. Butler. Clark, NJ: The Lawbook Exchange, 2012. xxviii, 245p. ISBN: 978-161619-165-8. $49.95.
In Adventures in Internationalism: A Biography of James Brown Scott, we are treated to a lively
biographical account of Jam es Brown Scott’s lengthy and distinguished career. George A. Finch,
the original author of this work, was Scott’s assistant, associate, and friend from their first meeting
in 1907, and was nam ed as Scott’s literary executor upon Scott’s death in 1943, as the result of
his having agreed to Scott’s request that he write the biography. Unfortunately, while Finch wrote
several incom plete manuscripts of Scott’s biography before his own death in 1957, nothing was
ever actually published. In this volume, editor W illiam E. Butler has integrated the m anuscripts
so that they could be published as a biography for the first tim e. Butler’s Editorial Foreword,
Preface, and Biographical Materials on Jam es Brown Scott provide context to help the reader
understand the history of the work as well as to give the reader a basic overview of Scott’s career
before delving into the biography itself.
Jam es Brown Scott’s influence on international law and on Am erican legal education is well
known. He played an integral role in the form ation of the American Society of International Law
in 1905 and 1906, and acted as the Managing Editor of the American Journal of International Law.
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He served as secretary of the Carnegie Endowm ent for International Peace and as director of the
Division of International Law for over three decades. He also served as Solicitor for the U.S.
Department of State and was a technical delegate to the Second Hague Peace Conference. He was
Chairm an of the United States Neutrality Board from 1914 to 1917, and acted as legal adviser to
U.S. delegates at several international peace conferences. Scott was active in advocating for the
establishm ent of an international court of justice, and helped to found the Am erican Society for
Judicial Settlem ent of International Disputes, which was instrumental in the creation of the
Permanent Court of International Justice after W orld W ar II. He also advocated for an international
Court of Arbitral Justice, though his idea never cam e to fruition. Scott received seventeen honorary
degrees, and was nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize at least six tim es.
Scott was also a prolific writer, lecturer, and legal scholar. As a professor at Colum bia Law School,
he pioneered the casebook m ethod of legal study, which represented a break from the more
traditional lecture and textbook methods, which he advocated be discarded. Having persuaded the
W est Publishing Company that casebooks were the new frontier in legal education, he served as
General Editor to the Am erican Casebook Series for nine years, from 1906 until 1915, before
retiring the position at the suggestion of W est Publishing to focus on his other comm itments. Thus,
Scott clearly represents an extremely im portant influence not only in international law, but also
in the history of legal education in Am erica, a fact that alone would likely m erit the publication of
his biography.
For the legal historian, however, the value of Adventures in Internationalism lies not only in its
biographical content, but also in the archival value of the m anuscript itself, as well as the skill with
w hich editor W illiam E. Butler has framed the main text and supplem ented it with further
biographical information on both Scott and Finch, as well as his own com m entary on the nature
of the original text, and original archival research from the papers of Jam es Brown Scott. Butler
himself sum m arizes the nature of the work more eloquently than perhaps any book review can
when he states that, “the aim of the work has changed. Now it is an archival treasure rather than
a fresh appreciation of a m ajor figure in international law intended to appear not so long after his
death. The detail is interesting, not otherwise easily ascertainable by the m odern generation, and
beyond our mem ories.” *
Given its unique nature, Adventures in Internationalism is an interesting m ix of influences. Though
written by one of Scott’s contem poraries, it was not published contem poraneously with Scott’s
death, and therefore possesses both an im m ediacy of tone and a certain historical quality. Finch’s
language and writing style are ever so slightly antiquated, though perhaps not notably so to a
reader who was unaware of the time period in which the m anuscript was written. Finch’s firsthand knowledge of m any of the events in the book, as well as his personal relationship with Scott,
lend a detail to the text that is unlikely to be found in a m ore recent biography whose author had
relied solely on historical research.
At the sam e tim e, however, there is a sense of bias on Finch’s part. Finch appears to have been
a great fan of Scott’s, and his enthusiasm for telling Scott’s story is evident throughout the work
as he extols not only Scott’s legal work and scholarship, but also his assertiveness, grace, and
humor in personal relationships and interactions. One m ust rem em ber that Finch had been Scott’s
employee, and was writing the biography at Scott’s personal request. Butler does not mention
whether Finch received any com pensation for doing so, but whether the authorial bias is that of
a paid em ployee or a good friend, the fact rem ains that it is evident throughout m uch of the text,
and Finch has very little negative to say about Jam es Brown Scott. Butler in fact draws the
reader’s attention to this bias in his Editorial Foreword, suggesting that the bias was professional
in nature: “In style and substance the biography is decidedly well within the bounds of political
correctness and professional discretion. Finch will have known Scott’s foibles and weaknesses
*
William E. Butler, ed., editorial foreword to Adventures in Internationalism: A Biography of James Brown Scott, by George
A. Finch (Clark, NJ: The Lawbook Exchange, 2012), viii.
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better than anyone, but there is no hint of them here other than to paint his subject in the best
possible light.” **
Overall, Adventures in Internationalism is an entertaining biography of a dynam ic and accomplished
man, written by a person who w as, if a bit biased, also well-acquainted with his subject and
obviously enthusiastic about the story that he had been asked to tell. Taken together, Finch’s
biographical account of Jam es Brown Scott, as well as the prim ary sources included by both Finch
and Butler, and the fram ing information provided by Butler in the Editorial Forward and Preface,
add up to what should be a satisfying read for scholars of legal history, international law, and the
history of American legal education.
Susan Gualtier
Foreign, Comparative, and International Law Librarian
Louisiana State University

Hoeflich, M ichael H., Ed. Sources of the History of the Am erican law of Lawyering. Clark,
N.J.: The Lawbook Exchange, 2007. xv, 668p. ISBN: 978-1-58477-8615. $40.00
The role of a modern American attorney as a zealous advocate for their client’s cause is the
foundation of the lawyer-client relationship in American society today. As with the law itself, the
expected role of the lawyer has evolved over tim e. The idea of zealous advocacy is attributed to Lord
Brougham who in 1820 as counsel to Queen Caroline, accused of adultery, stated that it was his
duty to represent his client by all means possible regardless of the consequences to others. This
position was rejected at the tim e and was seen as merely a way to save his own life after being
threatened for representing the Queen against the King. Over the next one hundred years, the
proper role of the lawyer was the subject of m uch discussion and debate. The lawyer’s role of
having a m oral duty to uphold justice evolved into that of a zealous advocate who would use any
means to obtain a favorable outcom e for a client.
Although zealous advocacy is w idely accepted as the default role for lawyers, m any lawyers will
agree that zealous advocacy can leave the lawyer torn between what is expected and what is
morally appropriate. A m odern scholar, Professor Thom as Shaffer of the Notre Dam e Law School
has challenged this position by advocating that the lawyer follow personal standards of morality
to m itigate the dangers of zealous advocacy. Shaffer relies on two specific historical sources, the
works of David Hoffman and George Sharswood, along w ith religious and personal m orality to
support his argum ent.
In Sources of the History of the American Law of Lawyering, Michael H. Hoeflich delves into the
topic to survey and exam ine the Hoffman text and the Sharswood text as well as a broad range of
nineteenth century and early twentieth century sources to exam ine the evolution of the concept
of zealous advocacy and to ultim ately bolster Shaffer’s argument. Hoeflich exam ines each text and
summ arizes his findings. Hoeflich further supports his findings by providing the full text of the
primary sources cited as well as additional prim ary sources that w ill allow the reader to fully
research the background of the evolution of this concept.

**

Ibid.
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The primary texts range from rules of professional conduct and speeches given at law schools to
sermons and eulogies. The reader is advised to consider both the content of the prim ary text as
well as the background of the author of the prim ary text when considering the im pact the text may
have had on the actual practice of law. Hoeflich touches on this issue by giving som e geographic
and occupational context of the author of cited texts. However, the sim ilar social statuses of the
authors leaves the reader wondering if these exam ples represent the actual practice of law at the
time or are ideals set forth by academ ics and religious leaders.
This book is recom m ended to anyone interested in the moral questions raised by the contemporary
practice of law and its reliance on the concept of zealous advocacy to justify winning at any cost.
This book would also m ake a useful com plement to contemporary textbooks on professional
responsibility. The possibility of a new infusion of morality into the practice of law has the potential
to raise the esteem of lawyers in the eyes of the public as well as m aking law practice more
tolerable to those torm ented by the moral pitfalls inherent in zealous advocacy.
Laura J. Ax-Fultz, MSLS, JD
Access Services and Reference Librarian
The Dickinson School of Law of The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA

Hoeflich, M ichael H. and W illiam E. Butler. The Syllabi: Genesis of the National Reporter
System . Clark, N.J.: The Lawbook Exchange, 2011. xiv, 208p. 978-1-61619-233-4. $49.95.
W ith a title like The Syllabi: Genesis of the National Reporter, one might expect a m onograph
devoted to the history of early years of W est Publishing. However, other than a two page preface
by M ichael Hoeflich and a twelve page introduction by W illiam Butler, this is sim ply an offset
reprint of W est’s original newspaper published in 26 issues from 21 October 1976 until 14 April
1877, The Syllabi. After I was directed by Galen Fletcher to examine West Publishing’s 1991
“lim ited edition reproduction” of the sam e m aterial it becam e clear that the two were taken from
the sam e source. In several instances washed out print in the 1991 edition is also washed out in
the 2011 edition. The classic exam ple is on page 31 of the 4 th issue, 11 November 1986. The header
title “The Syllabi” is m issing the lower corner of the second capital L in both books. Beyond the
introductory m aterial, the only differences I could identify were the color and quality of paper, the
binding, and the num bered stam p on the book board of the W est limited edition.
Though the subtitle is m isleading, the preface and introduction do discuss the significance of The
Syllabi as a predecessor to W est’s Northwestern Reporter. Professor Butler offers com m entary on
several features that appear in different issues laying two foundational approaches to the historic
reprint. The first is a structural analysis of the content of selected issues. The types and numbers
of cases, posted rates for subscription, extent and position of advertising, as w ell as technical
com ponents (such as the table of contents and the existence and potential source for headnotes)
are all discussed. Though no direct reference is included, Butler asserts that “[a]lthough no specific
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mention is m ade, it soon transpires that the judges are not providing their own syllabi of their
cases.”(p. ix). Referencing publications by date, he concludes that, “[b]y 17 February 1877 [issue
14] The Syllabi had begun to assume its m ature form .” (p. xi). Unfortunately, in both exam ples the
reader is left to exam ine the text to understand the basis of the conclusions.
The second approach is a m ore detailed analysis of non-legal content such as an exam ination of
advertising included in various issues. Noting John W est’s advertisem ent for the Encyclopedia
Britannica, California, Iowa, New York and Pennsylvania reports, as well as legal treatises, Butler
demonstrates the value of The Syllabi in an attem pt to understand the inform ational world in
which W est ultim ately introduced the National Reporter. The introduction does not delve deeply into
this approach, but instead dem onstrates its value and leaves readers to continue the process on
their own.
Though the legal issues covered in The Syllabi are various, one consistent them e is the
interpretation and application of statutes. Seven out of the 11 cases reported in the first issue, 21
Oct. 1876) dealt with statutory provisions. The final case in issue 1 is from the Hennepin Court
of Com mon Pleas. It uses a strict application of statute to deny Mrs. Martha Angle Dorsett, an Iowa
attorney, adm ission to the Minnesota bar. (6). Though the legal doctrines may be unim pressive
over century later, the questions they raise and how judges determ ined the outcomes provide
excellent starting points for historical scholarship.
As a sem inal text, The Syllabi could easily serve as the prim ary point of departure for students in
a legal history course. It has sufficient content to be the target of critical textual studies,
quantitative studies such as frequency and coverage of opinions reported, and by com paring its
text to the text of the Minnesota Reports, it can be used as a reference to the study of the
developm ent of both the National Reporter as well as the W est Digest system .
For instance, after a cursory reading of The Syllabi, it becomes clear that John W est had som e type
of business relationship with Chief Justice Gilfillan, the author of the first reprinted set of the
Minnesota Reports. The announcem ent in issue one, 21 Oct. 1876, offers the first 11 volumes of
the revised set and claim s the reports “have so long been out of print, and so m uch called for, that
we have decided to reprint them.” (p. 6). Based on that claim , it is surprising to find the existence
of volum es 10 – 15 noted in the 6 July 1872 Albany Law Journal. Further, an exam ination of
volume 18 of the original reports, which is currently available on Google books, bears the copyright
date of 1873. However, whether or not any of those editions were available in 1876 is an open
question.
Sim ilarly exactly when Gilfillan started his reprints of the official Reports is unclear. W hat The
Syllabi offers is eight issues of consistent advertisem ent for volum es Gilfillan’s volum es 1 – 11. In
the ninth issue, 16 Decem ber 1876, 21 volumes are advertised. In the W est reprints of the
Minnesota Reports, Gilfillan is credited as the editor— technically volum es 1 – 20 were “prepared
by” Gilfillan. Starting with volum e 21, George Young is listed as the Reporter— a position
mentioned only in passing in the Gilfillan reprints. Gilfillan notes the Reporter since statehood in
1858 Harvey Officer, but he fails to mention his successor, W illiam A. Spencer, the copyright
holder volum e 18 of the official version of the Minnesota Reports in 1873. Spencer served from 1865
until 1875 when he was replaced by Young. Young began his service three months after Gilfillan
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com menced his second term as the Chief Justice of the court— Gilfillan had served earlier from
July 1869 until January 1870. W hat led to the replacem ent of Spencer with Young is again a
significant point of inquiry, dem onstrating the potential value of this reprint of The Syllabi to open
avenues of historical research yet untraveled.
In a similar vein, a review of The Syllabi com bined with the Minnesota Reports can shed light both
on the practice of headnoting, and with an investigation into Spencer’s version of the Reports even
the origins of the W est Digest system . It is not im m ediately clear if the headnotes that appear in
the Gilfillan edition of the Minnesota Reports, and also used in The Syllabi were produced by the
judge who authored the opinion, a practice noticed in the introduction to Gilfillan’s edition, or if
they were augm ented by Gilfillan when he edited his reprints. Com paring Spencer’s volum e 18 with
Gilfillan’s, it becom es clear that Gilfillan offered extensive additional notes over the original version.
For an exam ple, see Miss. Rafting Co. v Ankeny, on page 1 of Gilfillan’s reprints, and page 17 of
Spencer’s Reports (1871). In his volume 18, Gilfillan takes pains to explain why the opinion never
should have m ade it into the official reports. W hat is less clear is why Gilfillan chose not to follow
Spencer’s use of an Analytical Index. That index is very sim ilar in form to later digests, using bold
typeface to fram e the legal issue in an opinion, following it with a summary of the law found in the
case, and ending with a page reference to where that issue of law could be found in the Reports.
The fact these elem ents were all in place alm ost a decade before John W est published its his first
digest raises interesting questions about the inform ation environm ent W est was im m ersed in when
he started his legal publishing endeavor.
This edition of the The Syllabi is valuable for the questions that it gives rise to, m ore than in those
it can definitively answer. It is best suited for large academ ic law libraries needing access to the
primary source m aterial underlying the history of Am erican legal publishing or as a course text for
a legal history course. As then ending point of historical scholarship, this edition offers about 13
pages of useful inform ation. As a starting point, every page has potential to help develop our
understanding of a tim e period that is often taken for granted. If this text leads readers to
reinvestigate the lives of W illiam Spencer, Harvey Officer, Hom er Elm er, and Jam es Gilfillan and
their relationships with John W est, it will definitely lead to a greater understanding of the genesis
of the National Reporter System .
David Arm ond
Senior Law Librarian
Howard W . Hunter Law Library
Brigham Young University
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Pruitt, Paul M. Tam ing Alabam a: Lawyers and Reform ers, 1804-1929. (Tuscaloosa, Alab.:
University of Alabam a Press, 2010). 200pp. ISBN-13: 978-0817356019. $26.95.
The disciplines of history and biography, w hile related in their research m ethodologies and
narrative expression, have different strengths as they attem pt to describe and explain the past.
History is a synthesis of the whole; its perspective is the wide-angle shot. W hile its panoramic
viewpoint is excellent for discerning the dom inant theme of the subject it surveys, it can only offer
detail on such issues that fall in the shot as it follows that thread. Biography, on the other hand,
sees the past process in sharp focus over the shoulder of its protagonist; its cam era focus is
predom inantly that of the close up. It can m ake history palpable and em otive. However, it is
blinkered by its devotion to following the stage m ovem ents of its leading star.
There are ways to get the best of both techniques. The “life-and-tim es” biography takes such an
approach, mixing the two disciplines. In Taming Alabama, Paul Pruitt, the Special Collections
Librarian for the University of Alabama’s Bounds Law Library, uses another m ethod: collective
biography. This approach, which collects biographical sketches of people related by a similar
theme, attempts to benefit from the sharp detail of the biography tempered by the diverse
viewpoints of several selected subjects. This Rashamon-like technique has only occasionally been
used in state legal history, but shows som e prom ise in illum inating changes in the law, the
complexity of legal practice, and the role of lawyers in Am erican society.
Taming Alabama doesn't completely realize this promise because the biographical subjects collected
to illustrate legal reform ers include not only lawyers but also non-legal social reform ers, thus
diluting the focus on legal history. The biographies do, however, show the many unifying themes
of Alabam a reform m ovem ents: roots to the pre-Civil W ar W hig party and the post-war Bourbon
Democrats; an acceptance of the Southern consensus of white supremacy with a paternalist urge
to mitigate its harshness; and a foreshadowing of these gentile reform ers' ultim ate failure in the
face of the populist racialism of m id-20th century politicians like George W allace. Ultimately,
African Am ericans— whose struggles and biographies are outside the scope of this
com pilation— would seek their own means of reform , ones with little connection to the reform
movements detailed in Taming Alabama.
Each of the seven chapters is a short biographical sketch, and the subjects can be roughly broken
into four groups: Antebellum legal reform ers who set the foundations of the statute and com mon
law, like Harry Toulm in and Benjam in F. Porter; non-law yer reformers like social activist Julia
Tutwiler and minister Jam es F. Sm ith who attem pted to im prove the law from the outside; postwar lawyers who grappled with reconstruction from opposing perspectives; judges Thomas Goode
Jones and Henry D. Clayton; and agrarian populist and civil rights activist Joseph C. Manning,
the m ost radical subject of the work, who fits in none of the other groups.
There can be no better start to such a book than a sketch of the rem arkable life of Harry Toulmin
(1766-1823). Born in 1766 in England, he em igrated to the United States in 1793 to become
president of Transylvania College in Lexington, Kentucky. After serving as Kentucky secretary of
state, he was com m issioned by the state legislature to study crim inal code of the state, which
resulted in the publication of Review of the Criminal Law of the Commonwealth of Kentucky (18041806). A Jeffersonian, in 1804 he was appointed territorial judge for the Tom bigbee district of the
M ississippi Territory (the portion that would later becom e Alabam a). He served until Alabama
statehood in 1819. As a judge he crafted the new state's early com m on law; as a legal scholar he
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helped to “m ake” statute law with his m assive Digest of the Laws of the State of Alabama (1823),
which codified its legislative enactm ents.
Benjam in F. Porter (1808-1868) was another legal pioneer who helped shape the com m on law,
while trying to reform it. Joining the bar in 1825, his scholarly inclinations led to his appointment
as reporter of the decisions of the Alabam a Suprem e Court in 1835, where he prepared volumes
covering the court’s opinions in the terms from 1834-1840. Like many court reporters, his service
led to a very successful career at the appellate bar. Porter also served several term s in the state
House of Representatives from the early 1830s until the late 1840s, where he had a reputation as
a supporter of public education and wom en's rights. How ever, his strongest energies were for
reform of Alabam a’s crim inal law and for the construction of a state penitentiary. In 1839, Porter’s
efforts in the legislature led to the passage of a modern penitentiary act. He was less successful
in his 1846 attem pt to ban the death penalty. A long-tim e W hig, he opposed secession but
supported the Confederacy. In 1868, he joined the Republican Party and was appointed circuit
court judge, but he died shortly thereafter.
Reform of penal institutions was the m ission of one of the two non-lawyer reform ers, Julia Tutwiler
(1841-1916). Born to an educator and slave-owner in 1841, she was raised in an educated
household steeped in the Southern W hig tradition. Sent to a Philadelphia boarding school, she
received an excellent education, attending Vassar College and The College of W illiam & Mary, and
receiving a Prussian teaching certificate after attending a norm al school in Berlin. She returned
to teach in Tuscaloosa, Alabam a in 1876. Soon after, she began to assist inm ates at the city’s jail.
Animated by Christian duty and shocked by the facility's squalid conditions, Tutwiler joined with
other local wom en to provide clothing and Bible instruction to the prisoners. The organization she
founded, the Tuscaloosa Benevolent Association, then looked to legislature to reform the state’s
correctional institutions. W ithout challenging racial barriers, Tutwiler fought abuses of the convict
lease system (which often forced inm ates— m ost of them black-- im prisoned for m inor offenses into
hard and dangerous labor). She also battled for separate prisons for m en and wom en, advocated
for a juvenile reform school, and urged education of prisoners.
Compared to the heady accomplishm ents of Julia Tutwiler, Rev. John F. Sm ith’s (1821-1899)
reform credentials are small beer. Nonetheless, he lived at a great tim e of change in Central
Alabama, as agricultural ways were challenged in the 1880s by industrialization sparked by nearby
iron ore fields. Sm ith began his m inisterial career as a M ethodist but just before the war he joined
the Episcopalian Church where he would rem ain the next forty years. Based in Talladega as rector
of St. Peter's Parish, he saw the effects of the new capitalist order in disorder and drunkenness.
In the sum m er of 1887, groups of young m en, m ost from good fam ilies, began to disrupt church
services, talking and sm oking in the pews, and even defacing church property. Churchgoers were
outraged— some even retaliating by caning the offenders— and Talladega authorities threatened
force to stop the transgressions. Sm ith gave a widely distributed sermon in which he saw the cure
not in evangelistic fervor or harsh judicial action, but in the moderate Christianity of the Book of
Com mon Prayer.
Two biographical subjects, Thom as Goode Jones (1844-1914) and Henry D. Clayton (1857-1929),
held (in succession) the sam e seat on the federal bench as the district judge for Alabam a’s northern
and middle districts, although their legacies are quite different. Jones will long be known as the
father of modern legal ethics for his drafting of Alabam a’s 1887 Code of Legal Ethics, even though
that was but a single aspect of his long career. Raised in a fam ily that valued m artial service, Jones
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attended the Virginia Military Institute as a youth and in 1861 he was swept into the Confederate
arm y at the age of 16. He served first under Stonewall Jackson and later in Robert E. Lee’s Army
of Northern Virginia, garnering battle scars and prom otions along the way. After the war he tried
to restore his fam ily’s cotton farm s and took up the practice of law. In 1869, the young war hero
was appointed official reporter of the Alabam a Suprem e Court, a position he would hold for over
a decade alongside a successful legal career, which included years of service as a leading outside
counsel for the L&N Railroad. He was equally successful as a politician, serving as speaker of the
Alabama House of Representatives before his winning gubernatorial cam paign in 1890. In two
terms as governor, Jones’s reforming instincts led him to oppose laws making it a crime for
sharecroppers to break labor contracts, com bat the convict-lease system and strenuously oppose
lynching. During the 1901 constitutional convention assem bled to completely disenfranchise
blacks, Jones opposed the proposed grandfather clause as blatantly unfair but supported the final
docum ent. His opposition to lynching sparked a friendship with Booker T. W ashington, who urged
Theodore Roosevelt to cross party lines and appoint Jones to the federal bench.
W hile Judge Jones' first footsteps of manhood fell in the wake of the legendary Robert E. Lee,
Henry D. Clayton was thoroughly a m an of the postwar era. Clayton’s chief accom plishment, the
Clayton Anti-Trust Act of 1914, marked the concerns of an industrialized m odern Am erica. Raised
on his parent’s plantation, Clayton’s only exposure to the peculiar institution would be as a young
child. He attended the University of Alabam a, graduating in 1878 with a degree in law. A legal
practice followed but politics was Clayton’s passion and in 1896 he was elected to the U.S.
Congress as a free-silver Democrat. This was the first of the nine term s Clayton would serve in that
body. In Congress, he supported progressive measures, including the antitrust legislation that
would bear his nam e. Clayton, a m em ber of the Judiciary Com m ittee, becam e com m ittee chair in
1911. He strongly supported W oodrow W ilson, who appointed him to the seat on the bench vacated
by Thom as Goode Jones. During the W orld W ar, Clayton presided over the successful prosecution
of a group of anarchists for violating the Sedition Act. His disdain for the defendants was evident
from the bench. The conviction was upheld by the Suprem e Court in U.S. v. Abrams, a case m ost
known for the dissent of Justice Oliver W endell Holmes, Jr., who called for "a free trade in ideas."
Still interested in his state, Clayton opposed the lawlessness of the revived Ku Klux Klan even as
it began to infiltrate the Dem ocratic Party.
Joseph C. Manning (1870-1930) stands apart from the other subjects of Taming Alabama because
he alone rejected the consensus of white supremacy. Born to a m erchant whose business suffered
greatly from the collapse of cotton prices, he was an early and life-long supporter of agrarian
populism . In 1892, he joined the populist People's Party as an organizer and editor, seeing both
wings of the Democratic Party— Bourbon and Populist— as sim ilarly devoted to a system that kept
poor rural whites in servitude. After W illiam Jennings Bryan captured the Democratic presidential
nom ination by co-opting populist themes, Manning realized independent populist parties were
doom ed and joined the Republican Party w here he often battled that party's racist "lily-white"
faction. He worked as a journalist for the GOP paper in New Orleans, but poverty caused him to
seek a postm aster position from the Republican adm inistration of W illiam McKinley. W ith the
patronage of his friend Booker T. W ashington, he was appointed postm aster of Alexander City,
where he was known for his scrupulously respectful treatm ent of black custom ers. His interests
expanded in office and he began to view the subjection of African American rights as the South's
biggest obstacle to progress. In his 1904 book, The Rise and Reign of the Bourbon Oligarchy,
Manning argued that Southern elites used racism to force both blacks and poor whites into
peonage, with the same political system used to "keep down" blacks also serving "to bring about
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a condition where the whites of the South have com e to endure a yoke of political serfdom " (p. 84).
His radicalism led to his dism issal from federal service by President W illiam Taft in 1908. Manning
spent the rest of his life in W ashington, D.C., as a civil rights lobbyist and journalist for African
Am erican newspapers. He died in New York City far from the cotton fields of Alabam a.
Pruitt's Taming Alabama largely succeeds in showing the prom ise of collective biography,
illuminating the key them es of reform m ovem ents in 19th and 20th century Alabam a with the kind
of granular detail not usually found in traditional histories. The work is well-written, excellently
integrated, and its production is relatively error-free. My Kentucky-bred eyes only noticed a
misspelling of the surnam e of Bluegrass-born abolitionist Jam es G. Birney (p. 36). It is amply
footnoted, has a serviceable index, and would be an excellent addition to the book list for a course
on Southern legal history.
Kurt X. Metzmeier
Louis D. Brandeis School of Law
University of Louisville

McMaster, John Bach and Frederick D. Stone. Pennsylvania and the Federal Constitution
1787-1788. Indianapolis: The Liberty Fund, 2011. vi, 803p. Paperback. ISBN: 978-0-86597794-5. $14.50.
John McMaster was a professor of History at the University of Pennsylvania and Frederick Stone
was the librarian at the Historical Society of Pennsylvania when they first published this work in
Philadelphia in 1888 and which is now being reprinted by Liberty Fund.
The Constitutional Convention that created the federal Constitution met from May 14 to September
17, 1787. The Constitution was read in the Pennsylvania legislature the next day. Two months
later, on Novem ber 6, Pennsylvania elected delegates to the state convention to ratify the
Constitution that m et from Novem ber 20 to December 15, 1787. On December 12, the convention
ratified the Constitution by a vote of 46 to 23. W hen New York ratified the constitution on July 26,
1788, the new Constitution was put into effect and the first Congress was called to m eet in early
1789.
In Pennsylvania, the passage of the m ost liberal constitution during the first wave of state
constitutions in 1776, led to a continuing controversy between the Constitutionalists and antiConstitutionalists over the constitution. Constitutionalists became Antifederalists and Republicans
becam e Federalists. Following the adoption of the Constitution in December 1787, the controversy
continued between the two sides until a new Constitution, following the Federal Constitution
model, was adopted in 1790.
McMaster and Stone bring together the prim ary source m aterials printed from a variety of sources
chronologically in order. There were a variety of sources including Thom as Lloyd’s notes on the
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debates of the Assembly (Proceedings and Debates of the General Assembly of Pennsylvania),
newspaper accounts of which there were fifteen newspapers and two magazines at this tim e
including Eleazer Oswald’s The Independent Gazetteer and John Dunlap and David C. Claypoole’s
The Pennsylvania Packet. Alexander Dallas published reports of the convention who served as
editor of The Pennsylvania Herald, and other papers.
The work is divided into seven m ajor chapters covering from 1787 to 1788 during the time the
convention was called (ch. 2), before the convention met (ch. 3), the debate in the convention (ch.
4), w hile the convention was sitting (ch. 5), and after the convention rose (ch. 6). The Letters of
Centinel (ch. 7) contains the 24 anonym ous letters written by Sam uel Bryan, a leading
Constitutionalist, who wrote against the new federal Constitution and was cited by other
opponents throughout the states. Two concluding chapters contain biographies of the Pennsylvania
mem bers at the federal Constitutional Convention and those at the Pennsylvania Convention. An
Appendix contains Jam es W ilson’s notes taken at the Federal Constitutional Convention. W ilson
was one of the leading Federalists along with Madison.
For those interested in state constitutional and political history of the early Republic, this volume
is an interesting com pilation of contemporary publications. It has been reprinted at least once after
its original publication just over forty years ago. A m odern introduction m ay have been useful to
the modern reader sim ilar to many of Liberty Fund’s other reprints. This book m ay be used in
conjunction with volum e 2 of the Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution (Merrill
Jensen, ed. 1976) that is the current, scholarly edition on the states’ ratification and and can be
used effectively with the narrative of chapter 4 on Pennsylvania in Pauline Maier’s Ratification: The
People Debate the Constitution, 1787-1788 (2010).

Joel Fishman, Ph.D.
Assistant Director for Lawyer Services
Duquesne University Center for Legal Inform ation/Allegheny County Law Library

Tsesis, Alexander. For Liberty and Equality: The Life and Tim es of the Declaration of
Independence. New York: Oxford University Press, 2012. 397p. ISBN: 9780195379693.
$29.95.
It is stated in the Declaration of Independence that “all m en are created equal,” yet history shows
that there has been an ongoing struggle to attain equality status for all Am ericans. For Liberty and
Equality: The Life and Times of the Declaration of Independence by Alexander Tsesis exam ines the
"evolving relevance" (p.3) of this sem inal document by arguing that Am erican law has not lived up
to typical standards of equality such as citizenship and suffrage. He also looks at the persuasive
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rhetoric of social movem ents that have turned to the Declaration of Independence when fighting
for their natural rights.
For Liberty and Equality is a scholarly work covering history that will resonate with legal scholars
as well as those who leisurely enjoy Am erican history. Tsesis is well researched on the topic of
American freedom and rights. As a law professor at Loyola University - Chicago, his focus is on civil
rights, hate speech, the Declaration of Independence, and Constitutional Law. The book is rich
with primary materials: letters between Sam uel Adam s and Thom as Paine, cases such as Dredd
Scott v. Sandford, speeches such as President Lyndon B. Johnson's Radio and Television Remarks
Upon signing the Civil Rights Bill July 2, 1964, and a few im ages from Harper's W eekly. Tsesis
eloquently weaves in these prim ary materials when depicting and sym pathizing with oppressed
Americans.
Tsesis begins with a history of how our fledgling nation decided to break from the crown and
establish a governm ent based on human equality and popular sovereignty. He then turns to a
chronological exploration of the invocation of the Declaration of Independence over the years in
various Am erican social m ovem ents. To illustrate his point, Tsesis provides anecdotes of
abolitionists, wom en, labor unions, Native Americans, civil rights activists, and other groups who
w ould agree with Tsesis' statem ent that: "The nation's greatest shortcom ing has been its failure
to fulfill the manifesto's pledge of equal liberty"(p. 3).
One of the great things about this book is that it gives a voice to less fam ous stories of struggle.
There are volum es written on Abraham Lincoln's struggles in defending the Declaration of
Independence. Tsesis writes on Lincoln as well, but he also draws on other exam ples, such as the
1957 story of the Little Rock Nine. A group of African American students in Arkansas wished to
attend Little Rock Central High School after Brown v. Board of Education declared segregation of
public schools to be unconstitutional. The students and their com m unity supporters experienced
backlash from Arkansas Governor Orval Faubus, causing President Eisenhower to intervene with
a m ilitary presence. Just like the civil rights advocates who turned to the Declaration of
Independence in claim ing their natural rights, Eisenhower also quoted the Declaration when
defending his actions.
Another story deserving attention is that of the im m igrant laborers of the 1880s. Chinese laborers
were denied naturalization on the basis of being nonwhite and also faced the prohibited
imm igration and reentry as victim s of the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 and the Scott Act of 1888.
Activist Henry W ard Beecher and Senator George F. Hoar defended the rights of Chinese laborers
by asserting that the current laws were not upholding the standards of the Declaration of
Independence. Tsesis' most interesting anecdote regarding laborers was that sym pathizers were
not the only ones recognizing the powers granted by the Declaration of Independence. Those
opposing im m igration knew the freedom s granted by the docum ent and were afraid of it being used
against them . The Nevada State Journal quoted the opposition as saying that im m igrant laborers
"m ay try to sm other us with the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution" (p. 229).
The narrative includes an argum ent that the Declaration of Independence would have been a little
known piece of history had there not been a statem ent of hum an rights to quote from in years to
com e. Tsesis states: "Had Jefferson and the Continental Congress not included a statem ent about
human rights and the people's prim acy in governance, the docum ent m ight have gone into
obscurity; becom ing nothing more than a national relic of the country's achievem ent in 1776. This
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was indeed the case with m ultiple Latin American declarations of independence that contained no
statements of natural rights" (p. 124).
Tsesis concludes his narrative around the 1960's, but this im portant utilization of the Declaration
of Independence is still effective today. Authors and activists are still quoting it. Form er Vermont
governor Madeleine Kunin refers to the Declaration of Independence and the pursuit of happiness
in supporting her argument for gender equality through fam ily-friendly policies in The New
Feminist Agenda (2012). Politicians are still quoting it. The Declaration of Independence has been
referenced in the 2012 presidential debates. If Tsesis is correct about references keeping the
Declaration of Independence alive, then the docum ent prom ises to be im portant to Am ericans well
into the future.
Alexander Tsesis deserves applause for his depth of research, clear organization, and his detailed
writing. He skillfully draws your interest towards diverse stories of oppression and causes
emotional response that is not comm on for a history book. For Liberty and Equality: The Life and
Times of the Declaration of Independence is a com pelling narrative of a form ative docum ent and a
country that has come a long way in term s of hum an equality.
Konya Lafferty, MSLIS
Chicago Branch Librarian
Suprem e Court of Illinois
Chicago, Illinois

Vile, John R. Proposed Am endm ents to the U. S. Constitution 1787-2001; Supplem ent IV,
2002-2010. Clark: Lawbook Exchange, 2011. 4 vols. ISBN: 978-1-58477-225-5 (Set). $495.00.
Dr. John Vile is a political scientist who is a well-known author of several encyclopedias dealing
with constitutional law (Constitution Convention of 1787, Civil Liberties, First Am endm ent, etc.)
as well as Great Am erican Lawyers and Great Am erican Judges.
The current set under review is a reprint from 2002 of three volum es that them selves are reprints
of major publications offered from the late nineteenth century to the end of the twentieth century
that chronicle the proposed am endm ents to the United States Constitution. Following the
publication of the Articles of Confederation, Constitution of the United States, and Constitution
of the Confederate States of Am erica, Vile arranges the following works in chronological order. A
fourth volum e is a new supplement that covers the period 2001-2010.
Henry Am es, The Proposed Amendm ents to the Constitution of the United States During the First
Century of Its History (reprinted from the Annual Report of the AHA for the Year 1896 (pp.1-442).
The second volum e contains H. H. B. Meyer’s Proposed Amendments to the Constitution of the
United States (1926) (pp.443-594) that updated Ames’s work from 1887 to 1926. Michael A.
M usmanno, before becom ing a county judge and then a justice of the Pennsylvania Supreme
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Court, updated M eyer’s work from 1889 to 1929 as Proposed Amendments to the Constitution (1929)
(pp. 595-1141). Roger K. Haley, Proposed Amendm ents to the Constitution of the United
States… January 9, 1963-January 3, 1969 (pp.1143-1260);

Richard A. Davis, Proposed

Amendments from… January 1969-December 1984 (CRS REPORT 85-36) (pp.1263-1585); and
Proposed Amendm ents to the U.S. Constitution… (1985-1990). (CRS 92-555 Gov). (pp.1587-1736).
A cumulative index covers from 1787 to 2001 (pp.1737-1807). This index “as a labor of love”
provides the single comprehensive subject index to Congressional am endm ents. Vile explains how
he compiled the index and though he acknowledges incom pleteness in som e areas, it still will serve
as a major contribution to historical research on the Constitution.
The fourth volum e is new as a supplem ent to the original set, covering the period from 2002 to
2010. Vile continues his num bering system from where he left off in the middle of the 107 th
Congress (2001-2002). Each entry has the Resolution num ber, the lead sponsor with their state
and party designation, and the num ber of co-sponsors. A subject index and sponsor index are
provided at the end of the volume. If you have already purchased the original set, the supplement
can be purchased separately for $95.00.
Vile is to be congratulated for his continuing work in this im portant area. Since the study of the
U. S. Constitution is such an im portant aspect of constitutional law today, this publication will
continue to be the primary source anyone will go to in researching constitutional am endm ents.
Joel Fishman, Ph.D.
Assistant Director for Lawyer Services
Duquesne University Center for Legal Inform ation/Allegheny County Law Library
Pittsburgh, PA

Stacy Etheredge (George R. Farmer, Jr. Law
Library, W est Virginia University) authored an
excellent article, “Alm ost, But Not Quite,
Entirely Unlike Libraries: Academic Law
Libraries Enter the W orld of Archives,” AALL
Spectrum (July 2012), 18-20. If your library
director
or
dean
has
a
hard
tim e
understanding your archives operation, show
them this article.

Member News
Mike W idener

Kathryn C. Fitzhugh (University of Arkansas
at Little Rock Law Library) has been appointed to the University of Arkansas at Little Rock’s
History Institute Board. The board sponsors a lecture series, “Evenings with History,” which
consists of six presentations during the academ ic school year.
***
Kurt X. M etzmeier (University of Louisville Law Library) is co-author of a new book, Kentucky
Legal Research (Carolina Academ ic Press, 2012), along with fellow University of Louisville librarians
W illiam A. Hilyerd and David J. Ensign.
***
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Paul Pruitt, Jr. (Bounds Law Library, University of Alabam a) is co-teaching a sem inar, “Alabama
Legal History,” in the Fall 2012 sem ester at the University of Alabam a School of Law, along with
Professor Tony Freyer. Pruitt and Freyer hope to m ake the sem inar a regular fixture in the fall
course offerings.
***
M ike Widener (Lillian Goldman Law Library, Yale Law School) has been elected to the Board of
Directors of the Connecticut Supreme Court Historical Society.
***
Joel Fishm an (Duquesne University Center for Legal Inform ation/Allegheny County Law Library)
is teaching an Am erican Legal History course in the Forensic Sciences & Law Program this
semester at Duquesne University. In addition, he he has published the following:
Index to the Journal of Supreme Court History Volum es 1-35 (1976-2010), Journal of Supreme Court
History 37 no. 2 (2012): 168-257; available at
http://www.suprem ecourthistory.org/
Assets/Category/0001/0002/69/Indexfinal.pdf.
Bibliography of the History of Books, Reading, and Book Culture, published in the Library History
Round Table Newsletter (2005-2011), Am erican Library Association. Library History Round Table
W ebsite, Bibliography of Library History, at http://www.ala.org/lhrt/popularresources/
libhistorybib/2005-2011 (with Edward A. Geodeken)
Index of PBI’s Current Issues for Child Advocates Volum es 1-16 (1997-2012), Pennsylvania Family
Lawyer 34 no. 3 (Oct. 2012): 185-97 with (David T. Leake).
***
Mark Podvia (The Dickinson School of Law of the Pennsylvania State University) served on a threemem ber panel that spoke on "Highlights in Pennsylvania Library History" at the Annual Meeting
of the Pennsylvania Library Association, held in Gettysburg Pa. Podvia specifically addressed the
developm ent of the Interlibrary Delivery Service of Pennsylvania, an organization that he previously
headed. Joining him on the panel were Bernadette Lear (Penn State Harrisburg) and Martin
Goldberg (Penn State Beaver). Podvia has also been nam ed Parlim entarian of the Penn State
Library Faculty Organization for the 2012-2013 academ ic year.

Professor Erwin C. Surrency passed away on November 8, 2012. He served for thirty-five years
as a law librarian, first at Tem ple University School of Law and then at the University of Georgia
School of Law. He was a co-founder and past president of the Am erican Society of Legal History
and the first editor of the American Journal of Legal History, a position he held for 24 years. A
past president of the Am erican Association of Law Libraries, he was inducted into the AALL Hall
of Fam e earlier this year.
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Remembering Lou Pollak

Kasia Solon Cristobal

On May 8, 2012, the Penn Law com munity
lost a great m an, Judge Louis Heilprin Pollak.
Pollak was a civil rights advocate, form er Penn
Law dean, U.S. District Court judge, and was regarded as one of the leading m em bers of the
judiciary in the country. He was revered by his colleagues and students at Penn Law, and beyond.
Former Supreme Court Justice David Souter said what set Pollak apart was his “m oral integrity”
and “powerful heart.” The exhibit, Rem em bering Lou Pollak, features photographs, texts, and news
clippings from the Law School's Archives.
Lou Pollak was born in New York City on Decem ber 7, 1922. His father was W alter Pollak, an
attorney known for his work in major civil rights cases, such as Gitlow v. New York. Lou Pollak
received his A.B. m agna cum laude from Harvard College in 1943 and his LL.B. from the Yale Law
School in 1948, where he was editor of the Yale Law Journal. After com pleting his undergraduate
studies at Harvard, Pollak entered the United States Arm y in 1943, during W orld W ar II. Upon his
graduation from law school, Pollak began his law career as a clerk to Justice W iley B. Rutledge of
the United States Suprem e Court. After completing his clerkship, Pollak worked at the law firm
now known as Paul, W eiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison, from 1949 to 1951. He then served in
the United States Departm ent of State as special assistant to Ambassador-at-large Philip C. Jessup
until 1953. In the early 1950s, Pollak also helped work on the landm ark school-desegregation case,
Brown v. Board of Education.
In 1955, Pollak joined the faculty of the Yale Law School and rem ained there until 1974 when
Pollak joined the faculty of the University of Pennsylvania Law School, becom ing dean the following
year. In 1978, he left the University when he was nom inated to the United States District Court
for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania by President Jim m y Carter on June 7. Until his death,
Pollak remained an adjunct m em ber of the Penn Law faculty and taught regularly.
Judge Lou Pollak died on May 8, 2012, at his hom e in Philadelphia after a long battle with heart
disease, and is survived by his wife, Katherine, daughters Nancy, Elizabeth, Susan, Sally, and
Deborah, and eight grandchildren. Michael A. Fitts, dean of Penn Law, said of Pollak, “[he] was
simply a beloved figure, deeply kind, and thoughtful, adored by his clerks, students, and
colleagues.” Judge Pollak’s m em orial service was Friday, Septem ber 28, 2012 at 3:00 pm in the
Ceremonial Courtroom of the U.S. Courthouse at 601 Market Street Philadelphia, PA.
The exhibit, Rem em bering Lou Pollak, will remain up through December 2012. For m ore
inform ation, please em ail biddlearchives@law.upenn.edu.

FROM THE DANIEL R. COQUILLETTE RARE BOOK ROOM , BOSTON COLLEGE LAW SCHOOL:
A new exhibit features som e of Boston College Law School’s beautiful works relating to the law
am ong nations, more com m only referred to in m odern tim es as international law.
The exhibit aim s to trace the developm ent of the legal literature in this area of the law. W e start
with the Rom an law concept of jus gentium and then m ove through im portant phases in the law’s
developm ent— to the Spanish scholars of the 16th century; Hugo Grotius and John Selden; the
naturalist school led by Sam uel Pufendorf; the positivists helm ed by Richard Zouche and Cornelius
Bynkershoek; the contributions by W illiam Blackstone and Jerem y Bentham ; and finally, a look
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at what early Am erican lawyers were reading as our new nation struggled with issues of
international law.
The exhibit will remain on view through the Fall 2012 semester.

FROM THE FRED PARKS LAW LIBRARY, SOUTH TEXAS COLLEGE OF LAW :
Published in the 16th Century, But New to Us: Recent Acquisitions on Display:
An Elizabethan work of political theory, a volum e of public contracts used throughout the Spanish
Em pire, and a main source for Bracton’s treatise on English Law are but a few of the prim ary legal
sources the Special Collections Department has acquired over the past year. On display now in the
library lobby are some of our m ost recent acquisitions. You can see Pedro Melgarejo’s Compendio
de contratos publicos, autos de particiones, egecutivos, y de residencies, first published in 1652. A
collection of public contracts used in the Spanish Em pire, it includes form s on the sale of slaves,
the manum ission of slaves, contracts specifically for m arried wom en, dowries, form s for nuns,
emancipation of minors, and maritime contracts.
Also on display is Richard Compton’s L'authoritie et iurisdiction des courts de la m aiestie de la
roygne, published in 1594, in which he offers legal reasoning to justify an uncom promising
hierarchical society governed by a powerful m onarch. View the Summa Azonis, Portuis Azo’s
carefully organized com m entaries on the Code, Digest and Institutes of the Corpus Juris Civilis.
W ritten in the 13th century, it was circulated widely in m anuscript form . Thirty-five editions were
printed between 1481 and 1610. Our copy is from 1532.
These works plus several more will be on exhibit in the library lobby until October 26, 2012. For
more inform ation about the items on display or the Special Collections Department, please contact
Heather Kushnerick, hkushnerick@stcl.edu.

FROM THE HARVARD LAW SCHOOL LIBRARY:
A Storied Legacy: Correspondence and Early W ritings of Joseph Story
If you plan to be in the Boston area this sem ester, please visit the Harvard Law School Library to
see our fall exhibit, A Storied Legacy: Correspondence and Early W ritings of Joseph Story, on view
through December 7, 2012. Complementing and expanding upon the exhibit is our new Joseph
Story Digital Suite, at http://library.law.harvard.edu/suites/story/.
Supreme Court Justice Joseph Story (1779-1845) was uniquely important to American
jurisprudence and to the Harvard Law School, where he taught as Dane Professor from 1829 until
his death. W ith the Court (established in 1789) and the Law School (founded in 1817) still in their
early years, Story was in the right place and tim e to exert a lasting influence on both institutions.
In the exhibit, selections of original docum ents from four HLS Library collections attest to Story's
scholarly and judicial abilities, and reveal glim pses of the close friendships he form ed with the
leaders of his day. Written when he was a young lawyer, his three-volum e Digest of Various Court
Decisions prefigured his approach to legal analysis which he used in his Com m entaries decades
later. Story's Papers, 1796-1845 include correspondence with leading legal and social figures of
Massachusetts and beyond, as well as a m anuscript draft of his Commentaries on the Law of
Promissory Notes. The Story-Pitm an correspondence (from the John Pitm an collection), spanning
1817 to 1845, sheds light on the close professional and personal association of Justice Story and
judge Pitm an of Rhode Island, who served together on the First Judicial Circuit. Com plem enting
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these com ponents are im ages of Story from the Harvard Law Library's Art and Visual M aterials
Collection.
All documents and visual im ages from these four collections have been fully digitized and are
available in the Joseph Story Digital Suite, searchable by nam e, date, collection, and other criteria.

The exhibit was curated by Karen Beck and Margaret Peachy, Historical & Special Collections,
Harvard Law School Library. The Suite was the product of m any individuals' talent and hard work
(their nam es are listed in the Suite's "credits" link), and we are grateful to them all. W e hope you
enjoy the exhibit, whether in person or in cyberspace!
The Paper Chase: 40th Anniversary
During Septem ber, the Law School hosted John Jay Osborn, Jr., author of The Paper Chase, in a
conversation with Dean Minow on the 40th anniversary of the novel’s publication.
To commemorate the occasion, the Library prepared a special exhibit that was on display through
the end of September: The Paper Chase Turns 40, featuring items from the collections of John Jay
Osborn, Jr. and the Library. On view were m ultiple print, DVD and TV versions of The Paper
Chase, draft copies of the novel, photographs, scripts, a Contracts casebook written by “Professor
Kingsfield” used a as prop in the m ovie, and even some gruesom e models of hairy hands used by
HLS Professor Clark Byse when he taught Hawkins v. McGee.

FROM THE LILLIAN GOLDM AN LAW LIBRARY, YALE LAW SCHOOL:
"'AND THEN I DREW FOR BOOKS': THE COMIC ART OF JOSEPH HÉMARD"
It would take a genius to illustrate one of the most boring books im aginable, a code of tax laws,
and create a com ic tour-de-force. That genius was Joseph Hém ard (1880-1961), who in his lifetime
was probably France's most prolific book illustrator.
His illustrations are the focus of the latest exhibit in the Yale Law Library, "'And then I drew for
books': The Com ic Art of Joseph Hém ard."
The exhibit, on display until Decem ber 15, is curated by Farley P. Katz and Michael W idener. Katz,
a tax attorney from San Antonio, has built one of the world's finest collections of Hémard's works.
W idener is the Rare Book Librarian at the Lillian Goldm an Law Library.
Hém ard's illustrations have a distinctly French character, usually com ic, and often m ildly erotic.
Many of his illustrations were executed in pochoir, a hand stenciling process producing intense,
gorgeous colors still vibrant after three-quarters of a century.
The exhibit showcases eight of the 183 illustrations in Hémard's Tax Code, donated to the Yale Law
Library by Katz, along with two of the other three law books on display from the library's Rare Book
Collection.
The other 19 titles on view are all from Katz's personal collection. They include children's books
and some of the many classics of French literature that Hémard illustrated, such as works by
Balzac and Anatole France. Items on war include Hémard's own pictorial account of his time as
a Germ an prisoner in W orld W ar I, and a set of anti-Hitler postcards. Hémard even illustrated a
pharm acy m anual and a pam phlet on the prostate.
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The exhibition's title comes from Hémard's tongue-in-cheek autobiography. Following a long,
ram bling description of supposed ancestors, he devotes two paragraphs to his early life, and
finishes with: "And then I drew for books."
The exhibit is open to the public, 9am -10pm daily, Septem ber 15 - Decem ber 15, 2012 in the
Lillian Goldm an Law Library, Yale Law School. It will also go online via the Yale Law Library Rare
Books Blog, at http://blogs.law.yale.edu/blogs/rarebooks/. On October 5, Katz gave an exhibit
talk at 1:00 p.m. in Room 128 of the Yale Law School. For m ore inform ation, contact Mike W idener,
Rare Book Librarian, at (203) 432-4494 or m ike.widener@yale.edu.
"Antiche m appe e statuti delle Alpi"
The Rare Book Collection, Lillian Goldm an Law Library was proud to be a partner in an exhibition
for an upcom ing conference in the Italian Alps. The conference, "'Naturally separated': History and
Autonomy of the Ancient Alpine Communities," that took place September 29, 2012, in the Palazzo
della Cultura in Breno, Italy. Visit the conference website for the schedule of speakers and events:
http://www.lontanoverde.it/ista/2012-ISTA/conferenza.htm l.
The exhibition, "Antiche m appe e statuti delle Alpi," includes im ages from our collection of Italian
statutes. Among them is Statuta et privilegia Valliis Antigorij (Geneva, 1685), the statutes of the
Valle Antigorio: http://morris.law.yale.edu/record=b791327~S. Also featured are m aps from the
collections of the other exhibition partner, the Moravian Library (Brno, Czech Republic):
http://www.m zk.cz/en. The exhibition was coordinated by Luca Giarelli.
The speakers at the day-long conference will discuss the legal, social, and political history of Italian
Alpine com m unities and how they mantained their autonom y since the M iddle Ages. The
conference is sponsored by LontánoVerde (http://www.lontanoverde.it/) and Incontri per lo Studio
delle Tradizioni Alpine (http://www.lontanoverde.it/ista/index.htm l). The conference was open to
the public, and adm ission was free.

FROM THE ROBBINS COLLECTION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY:
The Robbins Collection at the University of California, Berkeley has launched an exciting new
d ig it a l
e x h ib it io n ,
t it le d
C a lifor n ia 's
L e g a l
H er ita g e :
http://afs.berkeley.edu/group/law/Robbins/public/calegalheritage/.
2012 marks the sixtieth anniversary of the Robbins Collection and the hundredth anniversary of
Berkeley Law. In honor of these m ilestones we are pleased to launch a digital exhibition entitled
California’s Legal Heritage. The exhibition traces the origins of California law to the civil law
tradition Spain brought to the Am ericas, and the impact of this tradition from the sixteenth
century to the present day. Featured works from the Robbins Collection highlight key mom ents
in the history of California as a territory under the civil law jurisdiction of Spain and Mexico and
a US state governed by com m on law.

FROM THE W EST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF LAW :
The College of Law will host a new in-house exhibition on internationally recognized legal scholar
C. Edwin Baker, (1947 - 2009) whose papers are perm anently housed at the College of Law. The
exhibit coincides with an annual lecture event, held this year on Novem ber 9, to celebrate the life
and work of Constitutional Law scholar, Ed Baker.
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There will be two exhibits; the first will be a large m useum type display in the Gallery of the College
of Law on Nov. 9 to support the C. Edwin Baker Lecture for Liberty, Equality and Dem ocracy. The
Gallery exhibit will focus on Prof. Baker's scholarship.
Phase Two of the exhibit will be on view in the new Special Collections Exhibition area. This
exhibit will be on view until Decem ber (when it will change to honor the 40th Anniversary of the
Buffalo Creek Disaster). Phase Two of the C. Edwin Baker exhibition w ill focus on the books he
collected throughout his life. It was Baker's habit to w rite his nam e, and often an address or
phone number, inside the front cover of his books. As a teenager Baker signed his nam e as Eddie
Baker, as a young professor he signed his nam e as C. Edwin Baker, and as a mature and
recognized scholar he signed his nam e sim ply as Ed Baker. Through the sim ple act of signing his
nam e in books he kept throughout his life, we can gather insights into how Baker saw him self at
certain periods in his life and recognize the books that were im portant to his developing
scholarship over a lifetim e of reading.

19th Century English Deed Finds Hom e in
W VU Law Library Collection, by Stewart
Plein, Special Collections Librarian, W est
Virginia University College of Law

Recent Acqustions
Linda Tesar

W hen Carolyn Nelson’s uncle spotted a large
handwritten parchm ent at a yard sale, he
wasn’t exactly sure what he had found. He
purchased the five-page docum ent and took it
home before discovering it was an English property deed from 1829.
The deed passed between the Nelson fam ilies until com ing into the possession of Bryon and
Carolyn Nelson, two retired W est Virginia University English professors. In the interest of
educating students about historical property transactions, the Nelsons have donated the deed to
the W VU College of Law.
The English legal docum ent now joins an Am erican deed from 1793 in the College of Law’s special
collections. It will be used in property classes as an actual representative of the British property
system, which was very different from the sim pler Am erican system of recording deeds.
“W hen used in com parison with the 1793 American deed, our students will be able to exam ine the
different processes used in the Old W orld of England and the New W orld of the emerging United
States for the recording of property,” said Special Collections Librarian Stewart Plein.
The English docum ent transferred ownership of the Barton Farm in the town of Newton Abbot,
England, from Silas W inter to Rev. Kendrick. It m easures 24-inches wide by 31-inches high, the
deed is com pletely hand written, stam ped with official seals, and signed by all parties. It was ruled
by hand with red ink in preparation for a scribe to write down the legal requirements, a description
of the property, and the nam es of the parties involved.
The top edge of the final page of the deed has been cut with an uneven pattern called an indenture,
which serves as a security measure. The cut from the copy of the deed in the court house would
match exactly the cut of the owner’s deed.
The deed parchm ent itself is made from calf, sheep or goat skin. Historically, parchm ent was used
for books, governm ent docum ents, and legal codes. The process for m aking parchm ent involves
“lim ing” the anim al skin, rather than tanning it as in leather m aking. As a result, parchm ents are
extremely sensitive to moisture and hum idity.
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The document is available for public viewing by appointm ent. Contact Plein at 304-293-6786 or
Stewart.Plein@m ail.wvu.edu.

George W ashington University Acquires 15 th Century Germ an M anuscript on Forest Law, by
Jennie C. Meade, Director of Special Collections, Jacob Burns Law Library
The G eorge W ashington University School of Law has acquired W alds Ordnung (1535), an
important addition to the Law Library’s collection of early forest law. It was the first edition of
revised legislation regulating forest and land use rights in the Nurem berg forests.
The docum ent features nineteen unnumbered
leaves in quarto form at, with a large folding
woodblock plate depicting the length of the old
“Kettenm ass”
lan d -chain
m easur e.
The
contemporary vellum binding consists of an
antiphonary leaf with illum inated letters in red,
green, and brown, and lacks ties. The handpainted arm s of Rieter von Kornburg, dated
1609, are affixed to the front pastedown.
The original forest and land use rights for the
subjects of the Margraves Brandenburg-Ansbach
and Brandenburg-Kulm bach had been regulated
by agreem ent in 1496, but after conflicts in the
early sixteenth century, the arrangem ent w as
m odified and re-established. Set forth in W alds
Ordnung are basic forest rights, followed by
explanation of com m unity usage, such as using
firewood, removal of firewood, and grazing rights,
with stated penalties for violations.
No other copies are recorded outside Germany.

George W ythe Collection Expands at W illiam & M ary, by Linda Tesar, Head of Technical
Services, The W olf Law Library, College of William & Mary
For several years, The W olf Law Library has focused on recreating the library of George W ythe, first
professor of law in America and signer of the Declaration of Independence. W ythe taught at the
College from 1779 to 1790. In developing the George W ythe Collection, we purchase copies of the
titles and editions known to have been owned by W ythe. Our first goal is to acquire the legal titles
in W ythe’s library, however, we also m ake purchases which dem onstrate the breadth of W ythe’s
interests and tastes.
Over the sum m er, we added 65 new titles to the collection and have now addressed 35% of the
known W ythe list. Our new acquisitions include a first edition of Íïìïôåîíéá: Cestascavoir, Un
Description del Common Leys Dangleterre Solonque les Rules del Art (1613), Henry Finch’s attempt
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to present a comprehensive view of the comm on law, and a copy of the first complete English
edition of Jean Domat’s The Civil Law in its Natural Order (1722), in which Dom at com bines the
materials of Rom an and French law into a single system .
Branching out into the realm s of econom ics and philosophy, we purchased a rare exam ple of the
third and best edition of Malachy Postlethwayt’s A Universal Dictionary of Trade and Com merce
(1766), a first edition of Sir Jam es Steuart’s m asterpiece, An Inquiry into the Principles of Political
Oeconomy (1767), and a 1751 copy of the ethics treatise Essays on the Principles of Morality and
Natural Religion (1751) by Henry Home, Lord Kam es.
George W ythe also extensively collected the literature of England, Rome, and Ancient Greece. To
reflect this we’ve purchased The Plays of W illiam Shakespeare (1778), The Tragedies of Sophocles
(1759), The W orks of Virgil (1748), and a lovely Paradise Lost and Paradise Regain’d (1758) by John
Milton, bound in contem porary full calf with intricately gilt spines.
To illustrate Wythe’s interest in history and political science, we now have a first edition of W illiam
Stith’s The History of the First Discovery and Settlement of Virginia, a scarce 1747 W illiam sburg
imprint and the first Am erican history to be written and published in Virginia, as well as Jam es
Caldwell’s Debates Relative to the Affairs of Ireland in the Years of 1763 and 1765 (1766).
One of our recent acquisitions is particularly exciting for its strong connection to W ythe. W ythe
served on the Virginia com m ittee to design the state seal and is known to have used the
illustrations in Joseph Spencer’s Polymetis: Or, An Enquiry Concerning the Agreement Between the
W orks of the Roman Poets, and the Remains of the Antient Artists (1747) as m odels for the Virginia
seal. Our first edition is bound in contemporary calf and features 41 engraved plates.
Perhaps the most significant purchase of the year was the five-volum e, first edition of St. George
Tucker’s Blackstone’s Commentaries W ith Notes of Reference, to the Constitution and Laws, of the
Federal Government of the United States; And of the Commonwealth of Virginia (1803). Tucker, a
form er law clerk of W ythe’s, served as the second Professor of Law and Police at W illiam & Mary
from 1790 to 1804. His edition of Blackstone’s Commentaries, com m only known as “Tucker’s
Blackstone,” becam e a standard reference work and had a significant im pact on Am erican law.
W hile we own several copies of Tucker’s definitive set, none of them are worthy of display. This new
copy, bound in contem porary calf, rebacked in m atching period style, retaining the original red and
black m orocco gilt-lettered spine labels provides us with a beautiful copy worthy of inclusion in Mr.
W ythe’s library.
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